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Preface

.

This SpringerBrief is a spin‐off from the EDA (European Defence Agency) research project RACUN
(Robust Acoustic Communications in Underwater Networks), which started in August 2010. RACUN
has partners from the five countries Germany, Italy, Netherlands, Norway, and Sweden. The overall
goal is to develop and demonstrate the capability to establish an underwater ad hoc robust acoustic
network for multiple purposes with moving and stationary nodes.
One of the first research tasks in RACUN was a literature survey of state‐of‐the‐art in underwater
acoustic communication networks. When this work was done, it was decided that it would be a pity
to keep a thorough literature survey on this rapidly emerging topic internal to the project.
Therefore, we are glad to publish a slightly edited version of the RACUN literature survey as a
SpringerBrief.
This literature survey presents an overview of underwater acoustic networking. It provides a
background and describes the state of the art of various networking facets that are relevant for
underwater applications. This report serves both as an introduction to the subject and as a summary
of existing protocols, providing support and inspiration for the development of underwater network
architectures. In recent years, other overview and survey papers have been published on the subject
[4, 97, 90, 102, 115, 140]. These papers can be consulted in addition to the present survey, which is
however more comprehensive. Developments in the field of underwater sensor and communication
networks are rapid, and new papers and protocols appear continuously.
The focus of this report is OSI layer 2 “Data Link Layer” and OSI layer 3 “Network layer”. Several
definitions can be found on the term “Link layer”. In the OSI model, layer 2 “Data link layer” is split
into two sublayers, MAC (medium access control) and LLC (logical link control). LLC is the upper of
these sublayers.
After an introduction in Chapter 1, topics bordering the physical layer (time synchronization, full‐
duplex links, and adaptive data rate) are discussed in Chapter 2. MAC is discussed in Chapter 3,
where considerations on frequency‐division and code‐division multiple access are followed by a
detailed study on time‐based multiple access technologies. Chapter 4 discusses logical link layer
topics, including relatively new techniques such as fountain codes and network coding. Chapter 5
gives an overview of routing (OSI “network layer”), including considerations on delay‐tolerant
networks.
The authors are affiliated with WTD71‐FWG in Germany (Michael Goetz and Ivor Nissen), University
of Padova in Italy (Alfred Asterjadhi, Paolo Casari, and Michele Zorzi), Kongsberg Maritime in Norway
(Thor Husøy and Knut Rimstad), and FFI in Norway (Roald Otnes and Paul van Walree). Due to the
number of authors, it is inevitable that the writing style and level of detail is varying somewhat. Roald
Otnes has been editing the report, and all the other authors are in alphabetical order in the author
list.
Chapter 1 was written by Paul van Walree. Chapter 2 was written by Thor Husøy (Sects. 2‐1‐2.2) and
Knut Rimstad (Sect. 2.3). Chapter 3 was written by Paul van Walree (Sects. 3.1‐3.2), Michael Goetz
(Sect. 3.3), Ivor Nissen (Sect. 3.3), and Roald Otnes (Sect. 3.4). Chapter 4 was written by Roald Otnes
and Alfred Asterjadhi (Sect. 4.4.5). Chapter 5 was written by Paolo Casari, Alfred Asterjadhi, and
Michele Zorzi.
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In addition to the authors, the following helped in reviewing the original RACUN report: Jeroen
Bergmans, Henry Dol, and Zijian Tang (TNO, Netherlands), and Svein Haavik and Jan Erik Voldhaug
(FFI, Norway).
The RACUN project is part of the EDA UMS programme (European Unmanned Maritime Systems for
MCM and other naval applications), and is funded by the Ministries of Defence of the five
participating nations Germany, Italy, Netherlands, Norway, and Sweden.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Underwater communications
Digital underwater communications are becoming increasingly important, with numerous
applications emerging in environmental monitoring, exploration of the oceans, and military missions.
Until the mid‐nineties, the research was focused on hardware and on communication transmitters
and receivers for the transmission of raw bits. In network terminology, this is known as the physical
layer. A breakthrough was achieved in the mid‐nineties by Stojanovic et al., who showed that phase‐
coherent communication is feasible by integrating a phase‐locked loop into a decision‐feedback
equalizer [122, 123]. Such a receiver can be applied to a single hydrophone, although robust
operation at high data rates, say > 1 kbit/s, generally requires the presence of a (vertical)
hydrophone array for reception. Indeed, multichannel adaptive equalizers have proven to be
versatile and powerful tools. If the use of a receive array is impractical, as in multinode networks,
then frequency‐shift keying (FSK) is often used as a fairly robust modulation for single‐receiver
systems [47, 97, 111]. However, the corresponding data rates are of the order of 100 bit/s. Although
progress is still reported on the physical layer, for example on multicarrier modulations or covert
communications, a basic set of modulations and receiver algorithms is now available to support
research on higher levels in network architectures.
Reasons for the rapidly increasing efforts put into research on underwater networks are various. The
ongoing exploration of the oceans calls for sensor networks to support wide‐area environmental
monitoring. Military applications are also emerging [47, 12, 59], especially in the areas of
autonomous sensor networks for mine countermeasures (MCM) and anti‐submarine warfare (ASW).
Autonomous underwater vehicles (AUVs) play an important role in such networks as they may
replace traditional platforms for tasks in mine hunting or detection, classification, localization and
tracking of a target. The advantages of AUVs include covertness, cost effectiveness and a reduced risk
for personnel. Academia involved in the development of radio frequency (RF) sensor networks are
now discovering the underwater world, and the corresponding challenges and opportunities to
publish original work.

1.2. The acoustic channel
The underwater acoustic channel is quite possibly nature’s most unforgiving wireless communication
medium [16]. Absorption at high frequencies, and ship noise at low frequencies, limit the usable
bandwidth to between a few hundreds of hertz and tens of kilohertz, depending on the range.
Horizontal underwater channels are prone to multipath propagation due to refraction, reflection and
scattering. The sound speed of 1.5 km/s is low compared with the speed of light and leads to channel
delay spreads of tens or hundreds of milliseconds. In certain environments, reverberation can be
heard ringing for seconds and ultimately limits the performance of communication systems. The low
speed of sound is also at the origin of significant Doppler effects, which can be subdivided in (time‐
varying) frequency shifts and instantaneous frequency spreading due to various mechanisms [136].
Both phenomena contribute to the Doppler variance of received communication signals, but require
different measures at the receiver. A channel displaying both time‐delay and frequency dispersion is
known as a doubly spread channel. If the product of delay spread and Doppler spread exceeds unity,
the channel is known as being overspread, and there is little hope for reliable communication at
useful data rates.
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Apart from covert applications, the performance of underwater communication systems is often not
limited by noise but by multipath and Doppler, in the sense that it is not possible to increase the
feasible data rate to an arbitrarily high value, or to lower the bit error ratio to an arbitrarily low
value, by increasing the SNR. Acoustic modems used in underwater networks often operate at a data
rate of no more than a few hundred bits per second. Higher data rates are certainly feasible,
depending on the environment and conditions, but robust operation may then require a receiver
equipped with an array of hydrophones.
There exist many different underwater acoustic communication channels, and this renders it difficult
to design physical‐layer solutions that are robust to area, weather conditions, and season. The
following overview, which is not even complete, sketches the diversity of channels that can be
encountered [136]. The channel may be characterized by correlated or uncorrelated scattering, by
(quasi)stationary, cyclostationary, or nonstationary scattering. Shallow‐water propagation channels
range from stable monopath propagation (i.e., the ideal communication channel) to overspread, and
from sparse to densely populated impulse responses. Doppler power spectra range from heavy‐tailed
to Gaussian, and may be symmetrical or skewed. The Doppler spread may be essentially the same for
all paths, for instance for signaling through a sound channel, or vary by orders of magnitude in
channels featuring a mixture of direct and surface‐reflected paths. Signal fading can be Rayleigh,
Rician, or K‐distributed, while other channels may just as well be characterized as being
deterministic [124]. In addition to signal propagation comes ambient noise, from many and varied
sources. It can be colored and Gaussian when dominated by breaking waves, or impulsive and white
when dominated by cavitating ship propellers or snapping shrimps. Further there are many noise
sources featuring different statistics, such as precipitation, marine mammals, sonar systems, and
offshore construction activities.

1.3. Networking
There is no single acoustic communication network that satisfies all needs and different applications
require different approaches in many layers of the network. Network designers find themselves
confronted with many challenges, as the acoustic medium is very different from the radio‐frequency
world above water. Owing to the dynamic environment of acoustic communication channels, the
reliability of the physical layer is a major issue. There are many factors that can have a big impact on
bit error ratio, package success rate, transmit power requirements, etc. For instance: passing ships,
marine life, wind and waves, rain showers, seasonal cycles. Typical travel times between nodes are
many orders of magnitude longer than in RF networks, and latency is one of the key factors in
acoustic networks. Since the propagation delay is long, it is also highly variable when moving nodes
are present in the network. When there are only stationary nodes the propagation delay varies by a
few percent throughout the seasons. Energy efficiency is also an important design criterion [150] as
the energy consumption of acoustic modems is generally in the range 1–100 watts while
transmitting. The recovery of bottom nodes for battery recharge is a costly operation and modems
are also a major burden for the limited battery capacity of AUVs. Another optimization criterion is
network throughput. It is well‐known that the data rates feasible with acoustic communications are
lower than RF rates by orders of magnitude; the routing overhead of a network layer further reduces
the net data rate. A factor of ten may be used as a rule of thumb for a multihop network topology.
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So even though the basic principles of communication technology remain, underwater acoustic
communications bring new and generally more challenging parameter regimes compared with RF
communications. The result is that different (combinations of) techniques may be required in the two
regimes.
Regardless of the functional demands and design priorities, medium access control (MAC) is an
important ingredient of underwater networking. Without MAC, there is a high risk of collisions in a
cacophony of unsolicited modem transmissions. Measures are needed to control the access of the
medium by different users.
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2.

Topics bordering the physical layer
2.1. Time Synchronization

The actual need for time synchronization within an underwater acoustic network is not always
present. It can be argued that given a network with an operation time of hours or a few days, any
standard equipment will have a clock drift that is negligible given most applications and network
protocol stacks. Given this argument, synchronization of clocks can be done on board, before
deployment. This might be true for some cases, even though from a practical and logistical point of
view, especially when the number of nodes gets large, it gets time consuming to access all nodes
individually through their electrical interface to set their clock manually. Another option is to
synchronize clocks through switching the power on simultaneously for all nodes, but this can also be
impractical. Common for both approaches is that the accuracy will vary and errors might occur
(human in the loop). From this point of view it would be beneficial to be able to have the nodes doing
time synchronization through the actual acoustic network.
The accuracy of a clock is inflicted by factors as temperature, supply voltage, shock [127] and ageing,
all which an underwater network node is experiencing. The accuracy of the clock crystal is given in
parts per million, ppm. Typical accuracies found in simulations for time synchronization methods are
40 ppm [127, 30], 50 ppm [77] and 80 ppm [78]. For example, given a clock with an accuracy of 40
ppm this effectively means a clock skew of 40 microseconds per second. Given an operation time of a
week, the resulting clock offset will be 24 seconds. Such a figure might also result in a need for re‐
synchronization after deployment.
The application of the network is important when deciding the need for synchronization. Sensor
networks might be divided into basically three categories in this respect [30]. The first group of
applications merely requires the order of events, while the second requires the time interval of each
of the events, whereas third require the absolute time of the event. Same type of division might also
be true if any actuators are connected to the nodes. Delivery of packets in an underwater network
generally has a high and non‐deterministic latency, so time‐stamping of sensor and actuator data
with a global clock might be beneficial for many applications. Applications as target tracking and
positioning requires time stamping. Also sleep scheduling for saving power will need time
synchronization between nodes within a network. When it comes to the implementation of the
network protocol stack, TDMA‐based MAC protocol schemes benefit strongly from time
synchronization.

2.1.1. Clock inaccuracy model
To avoid frequent re‐synchronization between nodes it is beneficial to both estimate the clock skew
and offset. The local time of any node i is related to the true global time, t by

t i (t ) = δ i ⋅ t + Δ i
where, ti (t ) denotes the local time of node i at time t , δ i the clock skew and Δ i the clock offset.
Figure 2.1 illustrates the clock inaccuracies for two nodes. Generally it is assumed that clocks are
short term stable, which is that they do not vary while doing estimation of clock skew [127]. This
means that the clock drift can be represented with straight lines in the figure.
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Node 1
skew = δ 1

Local time

Ideal clock
skew = 1
Node 2
skew = δ 2

Δ1

Δ2

Global time

Figure 2.1

Clock inaccuracies in two nodes

2.1.2. Time synchronization protocols
As for most of the other aspects in underwater networks, solutions and methods in wired and
terrestrial networks can not be directly applied [127]. The Network Time Protocol (NTP) used for time
synchronization on the internet copes with latencies but does no consider energy consumption
issues. In RF‐based sensor networks it is usually considered that the propagation delay is negligible,
assuming nearly instantaneous and simultaneous reception and ignoring movement of nodes during
synchronization. In underwater networks we know that propagation delays are large and variable.
Minimizing overhead of signalling for time synchronization is important due to the generally low data
rate in underwater acoustic networks. The re‐synchronization frequency should be minimized, thus
the synchronization algorithm should be able to maintain a certain accuracy without the need for
frequent re‐synchronization. When re‐synchronization is required the system performance should
not degrade substantially. Any mobile nodes in the network introduce the need for the
synchronization algorithm to compensate for the movements during synchronization.
Cross layer design with time stamping at the MAC layer is suggested by the work performed on
synchronization within underwater acoustic networks [127, 30]. Utilizing data from the PHY layer in
the protocol also shows to be beneficial [78].
Generally, what seems not to have been studied in detail in the literature found is how the
synchronization is achieved network wide. Great amount of detail can be found on synchronization
between two nodes or within a cluster, but things can get complicated when nodes start to move,
extra nodes are deployed, or nodes are taken out of the network. [30] is mentioning that a cluster
needs to select its cluster head, but does not discuss it in detail. This might introduce some additional
overhead for time synchronization, and is a point of further study. The degradation of time accuracy
as a function of number of hops in a multi‐hop network is suggested in [127] to degrade as the
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square‐root of the number of hops. This is based on the assumption that the error per hop follows a
Gaussian distribution of equal standard deviation. This might be a viable first order assumption.
The Mobi‐Sync [77] method is one of the latest time synchronization protocols and is getting some
attention for synchronization within networks with mobile nodes. What is special with this method is
that it assumes that nodes are spatially correlated. That means that when one node moves, the other
nodes also move in a related pattern. Even though this is the case for e.g. free floating drifters in a
sea current, this generally does not hold when having gliders and AUVs in the network. The method
also requires a dense network with every node having contact with at least three or more super
nodes, a super node having correct time, in order to perform well. For static networks there are
more energy efficient methods.

2.1.2.1. Time Synchronization for High Latency (TSHL)
The protocol TSHL [127] was proposed to compensate for high latency in acoustic networks. The
method estimates and compensates both for clock skew and offset. This work assumes static nodes ,
and performance is strongly degraded when nodes are moving. It is shown in [30] that the method
performs even worse than no synchronization when nodes move. This is due to the fact that the
estimation of clock skew is inflicted by the movement.
This method is among the most energy efficient in the literature found. For estimation of clock skew,
a beacon node is first broadcasting a number of messages to the neighbouring nodes. Every
neighbouring node is then using linear regression on the times of arrival to estimate its clock skew.
After that a single two way message exchange, see the scheme in Figure 2.2, is used for estimating
the clock offset. This is done as the reference node is informing the synchronizing node about time
stamp T2 and T3 in the message sent back to the synchronizing node.

Synchronizing
node 2

T1

Reference
node 1

T2

Hold off

Time
T3
T4

Figure 2.2

Two way message exchange (T1-4 are time stamps)
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2.1.2.2. MU‐Sync
The MU‐Sync method [30] is designed for mobile networks. It assumes a cluster based network, and
in contrast to the TSHL method it is the cluster head that takes responsibility for initiating and
calculating the clock skew and offset for the nodes in the cluster. The cluster assumption does not
exclude the method from working within a sparse network with maybe only one neighbour node to
the cluster head.
The method is relying on two way message exchange for acquisition of clock skew and offset. The
number of messages suggested is 25, same as for TSHL. The cluster head is then using linear
regression to calculate clock skew and offset. Finally these parameters are distributed to each node.

2.1.2.3. D‐Sync
Integrating the Doppler estimate of the PHY‐layer for relative velocity estimates with the time
stamps, preferably also at the PHY‐layer, the D‐Sync method [78] represents a novel approach for
time synchronization in mobile underwater acoustic networks. Similar to Mu‐sync it is the beacon or
cluster head that initiates and calculates the clock skew and offset relying on two way message
exchange. At the end the clock skew and offset is distributed to the synchronized node.
Reference is made to [78] for details of the method. There are two main sources of error in the
method: the error due to Doppler measurements and the error due to the fact that Doppler
measurements are not available continuously.
In a coherent transmission scheme accurate estimation of Doppler of the received signal is important
to be able to equalize and decode the transmission. So the actual Doppler measurements tend to be
very accurate. The work assumes a nominal error of 0.1 m/s, but simulations with up to 0.5 m/s are
performed.
The Doppler is measured at T2 and T4 in Figure 2.2. The time between these two measurements will
in a dense network with a slotted contention based MAC protocol be governed by the Hold off time
(T3‐T2). This time might be several tens of seconds. This leads to a potential under‐sampling of the
Doppler and thereby the actual movement of the node. For slower moving nodes under water such
as AUVs and gliders, this might not have such a severe effect. But it can be imagined that for gateway
buoys on the surface submerged nodes in the splash zone exposed to wave motion, this under‐
sampling will degrade the performance of the algorithm.
Anyhow, simulations show that for a given set of parameters, including a network of 10 nodes
distributed within a square of 1000 m sides, the error of the time sync two hours after the
synchronization is 20 ms. This maps in to an error of 2 s after a week of operation after the
synchronization.
There is also described a light weight protocol B‐D‐Sync that has the same power consumption as
TSHL. The performance of this protocol introduces a degradation of 5 times compared to the full D‐
sync.
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2.1.3. Summary
Time synchronization is not always needed in an underwater acoustic network, but might be
required given a long deployment, applications as target tracking or TDMA based protocols. Handling
and logistics of nodes might also be simplified if they can be synchronized after deployment.
There exist a few time synchronization protocols in the literature. They all estimate both clock skew
and offset in order to be able to minimize the need for re‐synchronization. TSHL is suitable only for
static networks, while Mu‐Sync and D‐sync are suitable for mobile networks. Even though designed
for mobile networks it might be stated that even these methods would benefit from avoiding
movement of nodes during synchronization.
All work on the methods considers local time synchronization between two nodes or within a cluster
of nodes. Further work must be done to find optimal ways of getting network‐wide synchronization
in a multi‐hop network.

2.2. Fullduplex links
A full‐duplex link allows communication in both directions simultaneously. Full‐duplex over the same
physical medium is often emulated using the methods of Time‐Division Duplex (TDD) or Frequency
Division Duplex (FDD). TDD is bordering Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) in functionality where
separate time slots are used for sending and receiving signals. FDD is bordering Frequency Division
Multiple Access (FDMA) where separate frequency bands are used for sending and receiving signals.
Full‐duplex links are common in the cabled and radio frequency domain, included in systems as ADSL
(cabled), UMTS (mobile) and satellite communication systems, while half‐duplex links are
predominant in underwater communication systems. No commercial full duplex modems seem to be
available and a limited number of experiments has been conducted [64, 118, 143].
Obtaining full‐duplex in a network is affecting the complexity of the link layer as well as the physical
layer: The link layer may become simpler while the physical layer will be more complex.

2.2.1. Link layer
Many half duplex underwater acoustic network protocols use collision avoidance by reserving the
channel through a request to send and clear to send (RTS/CTS) session before accessing the channel.
Further, flow control is often implemented using some kind of stop‐and‐wait flow control
mechanisms. Given the large propagation delay of the acoustic channel this will lead to a lot of time
waiting with potential low resource use efficiency. Study of channel reservation and flow control is
done in section 3.3.2 and 4.2, respectively.
If the available bandwidth is channelized and nodes are assigned unique channels within their
respective two‐hop neighborhoods, the need for collision avoiding coordination prior to message
transmission is eliminated as each node is effectively operating over point‐to‐point links with its
neighbors. The resulting full‐duplex communications also allow for more efficient flow control
mechanisms, such as sliding‐window based methods [52]. The large propagation delay of the channel
will result in the channel to act as a virtual buffer of data waiting to be read by the receiver.
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The down‐side of allocating two unidirectional channels for each connection is that it may result in
very low bandwidth efficiency, unless the traffic from each node is regular and constant. However, in
most data communications exchanges, the data is irregular and bursty, resulting in periods where
allocated bandwidth is unused. This will again lead to potential low resource use efficiency.
In [52], this is mitigated by techniques from satellite communications capacity management: Demand
Assigned Multiple Access (DAMA) controls and Bandwidth‐on‐Demand (BoD) techniques. DAMA
allocates channels to users when the users request an allocation. These channels are typically fixed in
size. Alternately, BoD provides users a variable sized allocation depending on the request of the
individual user. By allocating multiple channels to a user on demand, these channels may be used to
inverse multiplex two or more message frames, thus providing a coarse version of BoD. It is this
coarse BoD implemented via DAMA that is suggested.

2.2.2. Physical layer
Time division duplexing is no option in an underwater network with the large propagation delays of
the acoustic channel. Frequency division duplexing was demonstrated in [64] where data was
transmitted between the shore and a ship. Using two transducers on the ship, one for transmission
and one for reception, with a distance of 33 m between them, they managed to transmit and receive
simultaneously in adjacent frequency bands. The distance between the ship and shore was up to
4500m. Reception was good on both the ship and the shore. The frequency bands are not known,
but Chebyshev filters with 80 dB out‐of‐band rejection were used for side‐lobe suppression.
Obtaining full‐duplex can also be achieved by using Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) based
techniques, see section 3.2. In [143] a test using CDMA based channelization schemes was
performed in a bucket and a small lake with a distance up to 5 meter. Separate Tx and Rx transducers
were used with a spacing of 30 cm. Several channelization schemes were tested including frequency
hop CDMA, time hop CDMA, direct sequence CDMA, and also hybrids thereof. Pulse position
modulation was used for keying the data onto data symbols. In these tests, frequency hop CDMA
performed best.

2.2.2.1. Transducers
All demonstrations utilize a separate transducer for transmitting and receiving signals, and
apparently the most successful [64] having a long distance of 33 m between them. On a node like an
AUV this kind of distance is not available, and preferably it should be a single transducer both
transmitting and receiving. No literature could be found on full‐duplex transducers. Radio systems
like maritime VHF and maritime ship radio stations have FDD channels using only a single antenna.

2.2.3. Concluding notes
Full‐duplex has this far not been demonstrated to work well for underwater acoustic
communications, and the required hardware is not commercially available. But if a good full‐duplex
solution is found in the future, it could significantly improve the performance of underwater acoustic
network protocols.
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2.3. Adaptive data rate
By Adaptive Data Rate in this context it is meant that the communication system is able to utilize
some knowledge about the present state of the communication channel so that both the coding and
modulation methods can be adapted to this state. The goal is to maximize the system throughput
under varying channel conditions.
One way to achieve this is to employ a technique which in the telecom industry is known as
“Adaptive Coding and Modulation”, or ACM. This is used today in both wired and wireless
communication systems.
In order to use adaptive coding and modulation effectively, it is necessary to establish a close
interaction between the operations of the physical layer (PHY) and the medium access control layer
(MAC).
In a traditional telecom environment, where circuit‐switched networks (ISDN and ATM) were the
norm, there were clear distinctive lines between the responsibilities of the PHY and the MAC, as it is
laid out in the OSI model and as shown in Figure 2.3.
MAC/PHY Interaction:

Transmit/Receive 1:

Figure 2.3

Transmit/Receive 2:

MAC

MAC

PHY

PHY

The traditional MAC/PHY division (the OSI-model).

With the introduction of packet switched networks (Ethernet and others), these lines have been
considerably blurred, and this has lead to a simplified model where some of the layers have reduced
functionality and others are removed.
In a communication scenario that involves ACM, this model will have to be changed further in that
some of the traditional MAC functionality, such as the selection of the modulation format and coding
scheme, will have to be moved down to the PHY layer in order to be able to respond to the (quickly)
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changing channel conditions. This part of the MAC functionality is sometimes referred to as the
“lower‐level MAC functionality” (Figure 2.4).

Transmit/Receive 1:

Transmit/Receive 2:

MAC
Higher
Level

MAC
Higher
Level

MAC
PHY

Figure 2.4

MAC
PHY

A re-organized MAC/PHY division

In this scenario the “higher level MAC functionality” is responsible for establishing the overall system
parameters like quality‐of‐service (QoS) requirements for the individual links, and to organize the
network for maximum system capacity, the latter being important in an ad‐hoc/mesh network
scenario.
In this discussion of adaptive data rate, only the PHY and lower‐level MAC functionality will be
considered, and it is easier to take the bottom‐up approach and identify the requirements of the PHY
first.

2.3.1. The physical layer
The discussion of the PHY‐layer will be based on a conceptual transmitter/receiver pair, as shown in
Figure 2.5, below. Note that more detailed discussions on physical layer technology for underwater
acoustic communications are not part of the present study.
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Figure 2.5

Conceptual transmit/receive functionality. See text for explanation.

In a communication system, each terminal will at least have one such transmitter/receiver pair (or
“transceiver”). In addition, a transmit/receive switch circuitry is needed if time‐division duplex (TDD)
operation (not shown in the figure) is required.
In order to achieve maximum system capacity, this hypothetical system would have to be able to
utilize all access techniques, such as frequency division multiple access (FDMA), time division
multiple access (TDMA), code division multiple access (CDMA) and space division multiple access
(SDMA). These access techniques are described elsewhere in this document, and will not be repeated
here.
The various access techniques all have different requirements with respect to clock stability,
frequency stability, linearity of up‐/down‐conversion chains and number and size of transducer
elements, and will eventually be dictated by a cost/benefit trade‐off.
A short description of the various functions carried out in the building blocks of Figure 2.5 is given
below.
From the information source comes the user data to be transmitted over the link. A forward error
correction (FEC) encoder protects the data before transmission by adding special bits (parity) or bit‐
patterns that can later be utilized in the receiver to extract the original information bits. There are a
number of different coding schemes that can be applied for this purpose, and they range from simple
to advanced block‐coding structures (from Hamming to Reed‐Solomon) to convolutional and Turbo
codes, and various concatenations of the above.
In the interleaver, the encoded data are repositioned in the data‐stream according to a predefined
structure. This is to avoid loss of data caused by impulsive noise which would be detrimental to a
convolutional code decoding process. (This is not so much of a problem with block‐codes.)
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In the frame‐assembly block, the information is inserted into a frame where pre‐ambles like unique
words (for frame alignment) or various pilot‐assisted modulation (PSAM) bits and post‐ambles like
CRC’s and/or end‐of‐frame (EOF) delimiters are placed.
In the constellation mapper, the individual bits of the frame are mapped onto a suitable alphabet of
symbols, later to be modulated onto two orthogonal waveforms (for a quadrature modulated signal).
For a coherently modulated signal, the alphabets can be a set of symbols belonging to a modulation
format like e.g. binary phase shift keying (BPSK), quaternary phase shift keying (QPSK) and higher
order like quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM).
For a code division multiple access system based on a direct sequence spread spectrum (DSSS)
technique the alphabet is a set of orthogonal spreading codes.
For a non‐coherently modulated signal, the alphabet is e.g. a set of frequencies in a multiple
frequency shift keying (MFSK) modulation format.
A code division multiple access system can also be constructed by using a set of frequencies in a
frequency hopping pattern orthogonal for each code.
The symbol set is then modulated onto two orthogonal carrier waveforms (cosine and sine), where
the carrier frequency is generated through a numerical controlled oscillator (NCO). In Figure 2.5, a
direct‐to‐carrier type of system is shown. The transmitted signal, s(t), is a real band‐pass signal.
At the receive side, the signals are converted directly from carrier (real band‐pass signal) to complex
base‐band, the demodulation frequency (and phase, in case of a coherent demodulation scheme) are
again controlled by a NCO. The exact frequency and phase are controlled by the carrier‐frequency‐
and phase‐recovery sub‐system.
Not shown in the figure are the necessary signal/burst acquisition sub‐systems.
The information bearing signals are then extracted from the signal constellation and fed to an
equalizer to remove inter‐symbol‐interference (ISI) induced by the channel.
In the frame disassembly operation, the information bearing signal is extracted and fed to the de‐
interleaver before FEC decoding and the result is then fed to the end‐user.
In [122], it is claimed that a coherent modulation scheme based on Phase Shift Keying (BPSK/QPSK),
in conjunction with an adaptive decision feedback equalizer (DFE) and a spatial diversity receiver is
an effective way of combating the effect of multipath fading in a shallow water environment. It is,
however, admitted in the article that the excessive delay spread, often several hundred symbols,
make it too computational complex for real‐time operation for such a system.

2.3.2. Medium access control, lower level
In order to be able to utilize the communication channel effectively, an optimally configured system
will have to be able to change both the modulation format and the coding scheme in order to adapt
to the current channel conditions.
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To make this work, it would be necessary to collect information about the current channel
conditions, convey this information back to the transmitter side and use this to select the modulation
and coding schemes for the next outgoing burst.
The information to be used in this process could be e.g. an estimate of the signal‐to‐noise ratio
and/or the delay and Doppler spread of the channel, and this information could be extracted from
known symbols in the frame structure like the pre‐amble (e.g. a unique‐word) or the PSAM symbols
(if they are used).
However, any addition of extra symbols to aid in these processes would incur an overhead and thus
reduce the information data rate.
Other, more indirect means of extracting the same information could be to monitor the states of an
equalizer or the decoding depth of the trellis in an (convolutional code decoder) FEC decoding
process.
A different way of obtaining information about the channel state could be to use a special burst sent
in advance as a channel probe, as proposed in [13]. In their system, such a probe is sent just before
the actual information burst is transmitted, as shown in Figure 2.6.

MAC/PHY Interaction:

Transmit/Receive 1:

Data Burst

Figure 2.6

Channel
Probe

Transmit/Receive 2:

Channel
Probe

Data Burst

Using a channel probe to extract information about the channel.

Here station 1 is transmitting a probe before the actual data is transmitted, and this is used at station
2 to extract some key properties of the channel state at the moment of reception. This information is
then affixed to the data in the next outgoing burst from the station 2. If the turn‐around time is short
this is a more or less correct description of the channel, and it is used at station 1 for the next
outgoing burst from this station.
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In addition, if the channel can be treated as reciprocal, station 2 can itself use this information to set
the parameters for the next outgoing burst, and/or to construct a better probe for more detailed
channel measurements.
The approach described in the paper is a very simple adaptation of this, but it lacks a conclusive
statement about the system improvements, if any, that can be achieved using this technique. It is not
clear why a special probe is required to do this, as the same result can be achieved by simply
embedding the same information into the pre‐amble of the burst itself.

2.3.3. Adaptive data rate in ARQ systems
Adaptive Coding and Modulation is something that is normally closely connected to the physical layer
processes of a communication system, as described in the previous sub‐sections. This is due to the
fact that very low latency is required in order for the system to respond to the changing channel
conditions.
If ACM methods based on direct measurements of the current channel conditions are not possible,
e.g. where the time‐delays in the system are so severe that the channel measurements are obsolete
by the time the system can respond to these, an ACM approach based on the use of information
extracted from the ARQ system (see Chapter 4) can be foreseen.
One way to achieve this could be that instead of using an approach where the previous packet is
blindly repeated when an ACK time‐out occurs or a NAK is received, one would use a scheme where
the first re‐transmission is just a re‐transmission of the packet. If this transmission is also
unsuccessful, the packet is reformatted into a longer burst where the modulation and coding
schemes are strengthened (more energy per bit and/or more protection bits added).
If the transmission still fails, this back‐off procedure is repeated until all possibilities are exhausted
and the system finally breaks down.
When the ACK packets start to arrive, the modulation and coding overhead is gradually reduced until
the maximum possible information bandwidth is re‐established on the channel. The transmit side will
always be aware of the current maximum channel capacity based on the reception of the ACK‐
packets, since this will confirm that the receiver is able to decode the packets.

2.3.4. Summary and conclusions
In terrestrial wireless communication systems, ACM has been in widespread use for some time. But
as is pointed out in [31], the key difference between a terrestrial radio‐based communications system
and an underwater acoustic communication system is the large propagation delay, low bandwidth
and high bit‐error‐rate. Their conclusion is that a direct adaptation of a terrestrial radio protocol may
not provide acceptable results, and that protocols for this purpose need to be developed from the
ground up.
The research into adaptive data rates in underwater communication systems seems to be in its
infancy, and in order to move this research forward and in the end create a successful system
employing ACM the following factors needs to be addressed:
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The special requirements for an underwater acoustic communication system need to be taken into
account already at the design stage. There are currently no existing solutions that can directly be
applied.
Measures for estimating the (strongly time varying) channel impulse response needs to be built into
the burst structure in order to reduce measurement latency and overhead in the communication link.
In order to have maximum flexibility in the selection of possible signalling waveforms to use at any
given time, a software defined radio (SDR) approach is necessary. In any case, lessons learnt in the
SDR arena should be taken into consideration in a new design.
In order to be able to realize a fully software defined radio, the hardware platform need to be as
flexible as possible, and that means that all the necessary functions must be realized in digital
domain. Especially important in this respect is to ensure that the digital‐to‐analog (DAC) and analog‐
to‐digital (ADC) conversion subsystems have the speed and precision needed.
Fortunately, the latter is steadily improving with the advances in ADCs, DACs, field‐programmable‐
gate‐arrays (FPGA) and microcontrollers (uC), and in the end the transducers and the required signal
conditioning circuitry will be the limiting factors.
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3.

Medium access control

Medium access control (MAC), also known as multiple access control, is a sublayer of the data link
layer and manages access to the medium. In underwater networks, MAC protocols orchestrate the
access to the acoustic communication channel. Without MAC, collisions of unsolicited modem signals
may greatly degrade the overall network performance. The basic MAC objective is to avoid collisions,
but more generally MAC protocols deal with network throughput, latency, energy efficiency,
scalability, and adaptability. Weights can be given to different MAC objectives, depending on
application and requirements. MAC protocols can be subdivided in contention‐free schemes and
contention‐based schemes.
Contention‐free schemes are directly linked to the physical layer and avoid collisions by assigning
different frequency bands, time slots, or codes to different users. The nodes in such a network do not
actively compete with one another in order to obtain access to the medium. The three basic types
are illustrated in Figure 3.1 for a scenario with three active nodes: frequency‐division multiple access
(FDMA), time‐division multiple access (TDMA), and code‐division multiple access (CDMA). The
theoretical net data flow is the same for these cases, but the physical‐layer consequences, feasibility,
and real‐world performances may be very different. A related technique, known as space‐division
multiple access (SDMA), uses phased arrays at the transmitter and/or receiver side to allow spatial
separation of nodes. SDMA is outside the scope of this report.
Contention‐based MAC protocols avoid pre‐allocation of resources to individual users, i.e., nodes in
the network. Instead, the users compete with one another to obtain medium access on demand.
Minimization of collisions is the key task of the MAC layer, while at the same time keeping the
required overhead within bounds. The remainder of this chapter presents an overview of existing
MAC protocols, starting with the contention‐free schemes.
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Figure 3.1

Conceptual scheme of contention-free multiple access schemes.

3.1. Frequencydivision multiple access
3.1.1. Description
Frequency‐division multiple access (FDMA) is a potentially contention‐free medium access scheme
that assigns different frequency bands or discrete tones to different users. This allows nodes to
transmit and receive at the same time, in the same overall frequency band, without interfering with
one another. FDMA faces difficulties in underwater networks, owing to the physics of acoustic
communication channels. The available bandwidth is limited, and multipath propagation causes deep
spectral nulls. A network with many nodes implies a narrow frequency band for each node, and a
high risk of complete fading of some nodes in the network. For this reason, FDMA is considered as
being unsuitable for underwater acoustic networks [119, 4]. Another argument against FDMA is the
difficulty to realize narrowband filters and to suppress sidelobes of users in neighboring frequency
bands. This is further complicated by the near‐far problem described in Section 3.2.2. However,
when discrete tones of different users are orthogonal to one another, such as in OFDMA, this is not
necessarily a problem. Furthermore, FDMA should be kept in mind as a solution for “hybrid”
networks consisting of clusters with short intracluster node distances and long intercluster distances.
Within a cluster, a high frequency band can be used, whereas the longer ranges between clusters are
served with a lower frequency regime. Different types of modems (transducers) will be required for
such a system.
Note that FDMA is not necessarily contention‐free: If each node is assigned a transmit frequency,
several nodes may still attempt to address the same destination simultaneously. Then there is
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contention unless the destination is able to receive at several frequencies simultaneously. If each
node is assigned a receive frequency, there is contention when more than one node tries to access
the same destination.

3.1.2. Case studies
A simple case of FDMA was used in a sea experiment in 1997 to achieve full‐duplex communication
between the shore and a ship [64]. Using two transducers on the ship, one for transmission and one
for reception, with a distance of 33 m between them, they managed to transmit and receive
simultaneously in adjacent frequency bands. Reception was good on both the ship and the shore.
Early phases of Seaweb utilized FDMA [110]. In Seaweb ’98 for example, 5 kHz of acoustic bandwidth
was subdivided into 120 discrete MFSK bins. The modulation supported three interleaved sets of 40
MFSK tonals, but in order to reduce MAI (medium‐access interference), half the available bandwidth
was unused. Thus, only 20 tonals were available per user. The users, in this case, were three clusters.
Within a cluster, TDMA was used, while FDMA was the MAC choice for intercluster communications.
Seaweb ’99 made a step forward in the direction of network self‐configuration by permitting the
server to assign FDMA receiver frequencies. The paper [110] mentions an inefficient use of
bandwidth as a drawback of FDMA. The net bit rate was 50 bit/s during the Seaweb ’99 experiments.
FDMA was employed in Seawebs ’98 an ’99 primarily for ease of implementation. Seaweb 2000
started pursuing hybrid CDMA/TDMA methods.

3.2. Codedivision multiple access
3.2.1. Description
Many sources consider code‐division multiple access (CDMA) to be a promising physical and MAC
layer technique for underwater networks. The basic principle is the use of (binary) codes to modulate
the information stream in a spread‐spectrum fashion. When different nodes use different codes with
low cross‐correlation, in the same overall frequency band, their data can be received simultaneously
by other nodes in the network. The main advantage over FDMA is robustness with respect to
frequency selective fading, since the entire frequency band can be used by all nodes. The main
advantage over TDMA is that the medium can be accessed simultaneously by all nodes. The price
paid is that low cross‐correlations generally require long codes, and long codes imply reduced data
rates. Moreover, correlation properties of codes are degraded by Doppler effects in the acoustic
channel. CDMA delegates part of the network design problem back to the physical layer, which
requires complex algorithms for multi‐user detection and demodulation. Direct‐sequence CDMA and
frequency‐hopping CDMA are well‐known candidate modulations. Recently, a scheme has been
considered whereby different users are distinguished by different interleavers in (turbo) coded
systems [5]. This method is called interleave‐division multiple access (IDMA), but can also be seen as
a subcategory of CDMA.

3.2.2. Nearfar problem
CDMA is most effective when the sound pressure levels are of comparable magnitude at the receiver.
If one node is much weaker than another, the interference due to the strong node may hamper
detection or demodulation of the weak node. This is known as the near‐far problem, as nearby nodes
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are normally received stronger than faraway nodes. Solutions are 1) to let the network dynamically
adjust transmit power levels or 2) the use of very long codes (and thus low data rates).
The designation “near‐far problem” is slightly misleading, because the distance is only one of several
factors that influence the sound pressure level at the receiver. This is illustrated by the following data
from the ACME project [98]. Experiments were performed in the Bay of Douarnenez in 2002. This bay
was a quiet environment with a relatively flat bathymetry at a ~20 m water depth. Three slave
modems (R1, R2, R3) were placed on the seafloor as shown in Figure 3.2, from [135]. The network
was configured in a TDMA fashion [2], allowing the master modem to receive sensor data from each
node in different time slots. At the position of the master modem there was also a vertical receive
array with three hydrophones. The received time series show that the “strength” of a node cannot
be predicted on basis of the distance alone. The relative strength of nodes depends strongly on the
receiver depth. If CDMA was to be used in this environment, the network would face the task of
adjusting source levels and/or code lengths to ensure manageable sound pressure levels at
reception. If the receiver would be an AUV with a variable range and/or depth, the network would
constantly be busy updating these settings. This is comparable to the problem of TDMA with moving
nodes, where the network constantly needs to update time tables.

Figure 3.2

Left: Network topology with three bottom nodes (R1, R2, R3) and a master
modem (M) with a vertical receive array. The numbers are distances in meters.
Right: TDMA reception on three hydrophones (H1, H2, H3) of signals transmitted
by, respectively, R3, R1, R2.

3.2.3. Case studies
An early CDMA‐based MAC protocol was sketched by Xie and Gibson [141]. They describe a
centralized scheme in which the master node generates a tree topology and updates routes, codes,
power levels, etc., at fixed time intervals. This limits RTS/CTS exchange and reduces the propagation
delay along each route. The scheme allows new nodes to be added dynamically, and allows dead
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nodes to be removed from the structure. The scheme controls the transmission range of each node
and permits reuse of code words in different geographical parts of the network.
Tan and Seah [129] propose a distributed CDMA‐based MAC protocol for underwater sensor
networks. It involves a three‐way handshake (RTS‐CTS‐DATA), but collects RTSs from multiple nodes
before issuing a single CTS that addresses all these nodes. Subsequently, the nodes respond with
data and their signals can be received simultaneously owing to the CDMA properties. Simulations
show that the proposed protocol offers higher throughput than Reservation ALOHA and MACA (see
Section 3.3.2).
Pompili et al. recently proposed a CDMA‐based MAC protocol for underwater networks [104]. The
protocol, UW‐MAC, accomplishes multiple access to the scarce acoustic bandwidth and aims at
achieving three objectives: 1) high network throughput; 2) low channel access delay; 3) low energy
consumption. In deep water (little multipath), it simultaneously meets these objectives. In multipath
environments, it dynamically finds the optimal trade‐off between the objectives according to the
application requirements. UW‐MAC combines CDMA with ALOHA, incorporates an algorithm to
jointly set the optimal transmit power and code length, and does not rely on handshaking algorithms
such as RTS/CTS. Simulations show that UW‐MAC outperforms competing MAC protocols under all
considered network architecture scenarios and settings.
Another recent CDMA MAC protocol [139], also named UW‐MAC, aims at achieving low latency for
applications such as intruder detection. The protocol uses a combination of DS‐CDMA and TDMA on
the MAC layer, clustering algorithms, and spatial reuse of codes. It features a sleep/wake‐up
schedule that minimizes power wasted on idle listening and reduces the end‐to‐end delay of
messages. It even takes into account chemical properties of batteries to enhance node and network
lifetimes. Simulations show a reduced latency and enhanced throughput of UW‐MAC compared with
S‐MAC (sensor MAC), L‐MAC (low latency MAC), and MACA.

3.3.

Time based multiple access technologies

In time based multiple access a network node uses for a transmission the complete bandwidth for a
certain time period. As a result, the signals are more resistant to frequency‐selective fading than in
frequency based multiple access strategies like FDMA [40]. Multiple transmissions have to be done
one after another to avoid collisions due to overlapping signals at the receiver, like shown in Figure
3.3.

Figure 3.3

Scheme of time based multiple access.

A transmission T is characterized by a start time tS and an end time tE where:
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and transmission length τ is given as:

Collisions occur, if a transmission t1 from node A overlaps with a transmission t2 from node B at the
receiver node C:

where px,y is the signal propagation delay between node x and y. If the signal‐to‐interference‐and‐
noise ratio (SINR) of the overlapping signal is too high, the signal can not be decoded and the packet
is lost.

3.3.1.

Study of existing strategies

In this section we introduce the different strategies to avoid such collisions and give an overview
about the existing medium access control (MAC) protocols for time based multiple access. They can
be divided into the following categories:

A.

Time Division Multiple Access: A time interval, a so called frame, is divided into time slots of
fixed length ω. Each time slot is assigned to a network node wherein the node is allowed to
send. The complete transmission must be finished within this time slot:

where s0 is the start time of the first assigned time slot and l the frame length (Figure 3.4).

Figure 3.4

B.

Scheme of time division multiple access

Random Access: In this strategy the selection of the transmission start time tS and end time tE is
arbitrary:

Random access protocols may be subdivided into:
B.1.

Direct Random Access: Send data packets directly without preceding channel
reservation.

B.2.

Channel Reservation: Reserve the channel with short control packets or control tones,
before transmitting data packets.
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C. Slotted Access: All transmissions are synchronized to reduce the partial overlapping of colliding
packets. For this purpose the time is divided into slots of length ω and a transmission start time
ts is deferred to the beginning of the next time slot:

where t0 is a synchronized generic start time of the first slot.
To avoid overlaps between slots the transmission time is limited to τmax with:

where pmax is the maximum propagation delay.
Note that a slot is not assigned to a single user like in case A and collisions occur if multiple
nodes select the same time slot. Instead the slotting improves the maximum achievable channel
utilization of random access protocols from category B [51, 38].

3.3.2.

Study of existing technologies

In the following sections we describe the different medium access control (MAC) protocols structured
by the introduced categories (Figure 3.5), evaluated to the aspects of capability for underwater
acoustic networks.

Figure 3.5

A.

Family tree of time based multiple access technologies

Time Division Multiple Access:
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In Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) a time interval, a so called frame, is divided into time slots of
fixed length ω which are repeated cyclically, like shown in Figure 3.4. The slot timing is generic in the
network; hence all nodes must be synchronized in time. This can be done in advance or underwater
during an initialization phase (see chapter 2.1), for example via the Mobi‐Sync algorithm proposed by
Liu et al. [77], though this needs additional energy and time.
In TDMA each time slot is assigned to a single network node that can use the entire frequency band
during this time slot. To guarantee a contention free communication, guard times are included
between each time slot, dependent on the maximum propagation delay and synchronization
accuracy [107], as shown in Figure 3.6. The next time slot must not start before the data packet of
the previous slot is propagated to all neighbour nodes to eliminate the possibility of partial overlaps.

Figure 3.6

TDMA channel access scheme with guard times.

As a consequence, the full bandwidth cannot be used and the channel utilization is given as:

where pmax
is the maximum propagation delay, Δ the maximum synchronization difference and
ω the slot length during which nodes are allowed to transmit their data. Due to the slow sound
propagation in underwater acoustic networks, TDMA is not suitable for long‐range networks with
high transmission ranges.
The slot scheduling in TDMA can be done centralized by a so called master node or distributed by
each node itself. The first one is the most common version, where a centralized master node, for
example a gateway buoy, administrates the slot allocation, like applied in the acoustic local area
network (ALAN) deployed in Monterey Canyon, California [25] or in the mine counter measure
networks with AUVs presented in [47]. A master node and its assigned slave nodes build a so called
cell, where each slave must be in the transmission range of the master node. To enable multi
hopping, single cells can be combined to a network cluster, where the master nodes are typically
connected via a backbone network, for example gateway buoys can use radio links for this. To reduce
the intercell interferences between neighbouring cells, TDMA can be combined with FDMA, where
each TDMA cell gets its own frequency band, for example used in GSM, shown in Figure 3.7a). Time
slots, visualized with the colour of the nodes, can be reused in each cell, because each neighbouring
cell uses its own frequency band, marked as the background colour of the cell.
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a) Centralized slot allocation
Figure 3.7

b) Distributed slot allocation with spatial reuse

Static TDMA with different frequency bands for each cell.

In the second version of the slot scheduling, each node must choose its time slot itself. Thereby, slots
can be spatially reused, like in the centralized version, if the transmission ranges of nodes with the
same slot do not overlap, otherwise collisions can occur at nodes in the overlap area. This is shown in
Figure 3.7b), where the third node (green) must use another slot than the first node (red) to
guarantee a collision free communication at the intermediate node (blue). Only the fourth node can
reuse the slot of the first node (red) without causing collisions. The slot allocation problem was
shown in [33] to be equivalent to the graph colouring problem, where each neighbouring node must
have a different colour, by adding to the graph additional edges between each 2‐hop neighbour. The
graph colouring problem is known to be NP‐complete, also for planar graphs [50]. In [34], Chlamtac
introduces an algorithm for the distributed slot allocation in dynamic multihop networks. The
algorithm is highly localized, because each node only needs to know its 2‐hop neighbourhood and
thereby approximates a good slot distribution.
By the way of allocating slots in TDMA, there are not only differences in who makes the slot
allocation, but also when the allocation is done. Each node can be assigned a slot once at the time it
enters the network or dynamically on demand, when a node has data ready to send. The two
different variants of TDMA are presented in the following sections.

A.1. Static TDMA:
In static TDMA the assigned time slots of each node are preconfigured or allocated when entering
the network, from a master node or itself in the distributed versions.

Resulting of the fixed slot length, each node possesses a guaranteed data rate, given as:
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The user data rate is equal for each node, but can be extended for individual nodes by assigning it
multiple slots, for example to relay or master nodes with higher traffic load.
A guaranteed data rate is an advantage if nodes send periodically data packets or there is the need of
a quality of service (QOS) to guarantee a data rate and a maximum channel access delay. The average
channel access delay is given as:

In consequence, the slot length ω is a trade‐off between channel access delay and channel
utilization. In context of underwater networks a high slot length must be chosen, proportional to the
maximum propagation delay, to get acceptable channel utilization. Therefore TDMA is limited to
networks with delay tolerant applications and low network utilization [28]. Furthermore, the number
of slots is a trade‐off between the channel access delay and the maximal number of supported slaves
in a cell, respectively the maximal number of allowed 2‐hop neighbours in the distributed case.
Moreover, the channel utilization is lowered if there are more slots than nodes and some slots are
left unallocated, which is inevitable if the node density is diverse. To optimize the channel utilization,
the cycle length can be calculated adaptively, but cycle changes are associated with several problems
[10]. Due to the fact that the cycle length must be generic in a cell respectively in the complete
network, the nodes must agree on the new size and on the time in which the new cycle should go
into effect simultaneously at all nodes. Methods for reaching such a consensus are discussed in [44].
Another approach for distributed networks was suggested in [71] by Kanzaki et al., where
unallocated slots are dynamically assigned to nodes in this area. If new nodes enter, the proposed
protocol generates unassigned slots by depriving one of the multiple slots assigned to a node. In the
case that no more slots can be freed, the cycle length is doubled, but only in this local area.
Therefore, nodes can have neighbours with different cycle lengths.

A.2. D‐TDMA:
If the network traffic is relatively static, for example voice data, the fixed time slotting of TDMA is an
advantage to guarantee a fixed data rate and channel access delay. But if the network traffic is event‐
based and bursty, some nodes have nothing to send and slots are idling while other nodes want to
transmit greater data bursts over multiple slots. In Dynamic TDMA (D‐TDMA) [6], [7] nodes can
request a variable number of slots for a designated time on demand, when they have data ready to
send, transmitting special control packets during a defined control slot. All slots can be assigned in
this way, or only a subset of additional slots besides fixed allocated slots, which guarantees a
minimum data rate but allows also enhancing the data rate on demand (for example, if the network
traffic consists of voice and event‐based data packets).

B.

Random Access:

If the generated network load is not periodic and uniformly distributed over all nodes, but instead
event based and bursty, generated from few nodes, it can be more efficient to grant each node the
full bandwidth for a variable time. But if multiple network nodes are assigned to the same channel,
signals from different nodes can overlap at a receiver and may result in packet losses. Furthermore,
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most underwater modems are half‐duplex, therefore packets arriving during a transmission are lost
too.
This section is an overview of the existing methods for random medium access in such shared
channels, subdivided in protocols with and without preceding channel reservation as categorized in
the introduction of this chapter.

B.1. Direct Random Access:
Medium access protocols of this category send directly their data packets without a preceding
handshake for channel reservation. An optional carrier sensing before transmitting avoids disturbing
ongoing transmissions from other nodes. If the channel is currently busy, a transmission is deferred
and repeated at a later point in time.

B.1.1.

ALOHA

The simplest method to access the medium is sending immediately whenever a node has data to
send, as used in the ALOHA protocol. In the original version [1], neither channel sensing nor
retransmission was implemented. ALOHA does not use any collision avoidance strategy and packet
loss can occur, as shown in Figure 3.8.

Figure 3.8

ALOHA channel access scheme with packet collision.

In an adaptation called Aloha with carrier sense (ALOHA‐CS), each node senses the carrier before
sending its data and waits if necessary until the channel is free. But carrier sensing does not
guarantee collision freeness, especially not in environments with high propagation delays, as shown
in Figure 3.8. Here, both node A and node C sense the channel as free before transmitting, but there
is still a collision at node B.
In terrestrial environments where RF is used and the signal propagation delay is short, carrier sensing
can lead to synchronization of nodes, because all waiting nodes transmit simultaneously as soon as
the channel is free. Due to the significantly higher signal propagation delay in underwater networks,
it is not clear if such effects also occur in underwater environments. The simulations in [56] showed
that ALOHA‐CS delivers results that are slightly worse than ALOHA in all configurations.
To detect collisions, ALOHA can be enhanced with acknowledgment packets (ALOHA‐ACK), which are
sent back by the receiver if the packet is received successfully. A node will not transmit the next
packet until it receives the acknowledgment of the current packet. If packets are lost and no
acknowledgement arrives during a designated period, a timer runs out and the sender waits a
random backoff time to avoid new collisions and then retransmits the packet, as shown in Figure 3.9.
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Figure 3.9

ALOHA with acknowledgements scheme with retransmission.

In networks with high network utilization, ALOHA becomes inefficient causing many collisions, and
therefore wastes energy. On the other side, ALOHA shows good performance in networks with low
utilization or long transmission ranges. Furthermore ALOHA can be a good choice for impulse
communications, where the packet transmission times are short and collisions unlikely.

B.1.2.

CSMA

The Carrier Sense Multiple Access (CSMA) protocol uses carrier sensing like ALOHA‐CS. For CSMA
there exist different strategies to mitigate the synchronization effects, whereby multiple nodes,
waiting for a free channel, access it simultaneously after the channel is detected as free, resulting in
collisions. In the first version, the so called p‐persistent CSMA, with 0 < p ≤ 1, a node only sends with
a probability of p when the channel is detected as free. With the probability of 1‐p the node waits a
defined backoff time, before sensing again. If the channel is still free it will again send with a
probability of p. The special case 1‐persistent CSMA is equivalent to ALOHA‐CS. The second version,
also known as non‐persistent CSMA additionally includes random backoffs, a multiple of the
maximum propagation delay, to mitigate the probability of collisions due to synchronization during
multiple nodes wait for a free channel, as shown in Figure 3.10.

Figure 3.10

Carrier sensing with and without random backoff.

CSMA was developed for terrestrial radio networks and it has to be proven if the backoff algorithm
also reduces collisions in underwater networks with high propagation delays. If nodes are not
uniformly distributed, such that the propagation delays differ significantly compared to the
transmission times, collisions due to synchronization effects may be rare. Nevertheless, some node
constellations may be vulnerable to this effect in underwater networks too.

B.2. Channel Reservation:
In this kind of approach, nodes at first reserve the channel before transmitting their original data
packets. This can be done via control packets or special control tones in a subchannel. The preceding
reservation shall reduce collisions of data packets and thereby compensate the additional traffic and
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delay through the control packets respectively tones. But this is only the case if the data packets are
long and there is a lot of traffic in the channel and therefore the possibility of collisions of large
packets is high.
In this section we describe different reservation strategies and their advantages and disadvantages in
case of underwater communication. The protocols are subdivided into the following two categories:
B.2.1

Handshake‐based reservation: Reserve the channel with short control packets or tones
during a so called handshake phase.

B.2.2

Contention‐based reservation: In advance of each data transmission all nodes with data
ready to send compete with each other for channel access during a so called contention
round. The contention will be repeated until there is a winner.

B.2.1.

Handshake‐based Reservation:

These protocols use a handshake to reserve the channel before sending data packets. A transmitter
sends (instead of the data packet) a control packet or a tone to inform the receiver and all
neighbours that it has data to send and wants to reserve the channel for its transmission. The
receiver replies, if the channel is free and not reserved for other transmissions in the receiver’s
neighbourhood. After receiving that the channel is reserved, the transmitter can start the
transmission of the data packet. This handshake shall guarantee freeness of strong interfering signals
from neighbours, which would influence the SNR at the receiver, during the complete transmission of
the data packet.
Since collisions occur at the receiver, carrier sensing at the transmitter does not guarantee collision
freeness, called the hidden and the exposed node problem [37]. This can be resolved with
handshakes. In the hidden node problem the transmission of one node is hidden to another node
resulting in collision at the receiver as shown in Figure 3.11a) where the circles around each node
shows the transmission ranges. If node A transmits data to node B, this transmission is hidden to
node C, because it is out of A’s transmission range. Therefore carrier sensing at node C does not
guarantee collision freeness at node B. During a handshake node B informs its neighbourhood with
the reservation reply that node A is going to send a data packet, so node C defers its transmission. In
the exposed node problem a transmission is deferred though it is not necessary as shown in Figure
3.11b). If node B transmits data to node A, all nodes in B’s neighbourhood defer their transmission if
they use carrier sensing. But if node C wants to send data to node D it is not necessary to wait,
because node C does not interfere the reception at A and node B not the reception at D. Using
handshake node C must only defer its transmission if it overhears the reservation reply from node A,
otherwise it knows A is out of the transmission range.
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Figure 3.11

The Hidden and Exposed Node Problem.

In the following sections we introduce the major handshake‐based protocols using control packets or
tones.

B.2.1.1.

MACA

The Multiple Access Collision Avoidance (MACA) protocol, proposed by Karn [72], was the first
approach of a handshake algorithm to reserve the channel, as shown in Figure 3.12. The transmitter
sends instead of the data packet a short request‐to‐send (RTS) if it wants to reserve the channel for
its transmission. This RTS packet contains the length of the data packet which should be transmitted
to define the length of the reserved slot. The receiver replies with a clear‐to‐send (CTS) packet which
also contains the length of the data packet, if the channel is free and not reserved for other
transmissions. After receiving the CTS packet, the transmitter starts immediately the transmission of
the data packet. A node that overhears an RTS packet defers long enough to let the transmitter
receive the corresponding CTS (twice maximum propagation delay plus transmission time of a CTS)
and a node that overhears a CTS defers long enough to let the destination receive the data packet
(twice maximum propagation delay plus the transmission time of the data packet, which is specified
in the CTS).

Figure 3.12

MACA reservation handshake scheme.

If the channel at node B is already reserved, B ignores the RTS packet. Node A uses a timer that is
started after sending the RTS packet, and if the timer runs out it repeats the channel request after a
random backoff (a multiple of maximum propagation delay plus transmission time of an RTS), as
shown in Figure 3.13.

Figure 3.13

MACA reservation repetition.
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This implementation of the handshake solves the hidden node problem (Figure 3.11a) but not as
proposed the exposed node problem (Figure 3.11b). The problem is that node C cannot receive the
CTS packets from node D, because the CTS overlaps at C with B’s ongoing transmission. Due to this
two‐way signalling needed for the reservation, node C is still exposed during B’s transmission to A.
Additionally, a second exposed node problem is originated, as shown in Figure 3.14. Without a
handshake, node A can transmit to node B and in parallel node D can transmit to node C. Now D
must first initiate a handshake and C must reply with a CTS, which would collide with the ongoing
transmission of node A at node B. C is aware of this, and therefore a channel reservation between
nodes D and C cannot be done.
Furthermore, simultaneous handshakes can be a problem, especially in environments with high
propagation delays like in underwater networks. For example, another channel reservation may
arrive after a node already sent the CTS packet. Respectively, a node may start its transmission
before overhearing a foreign CTS, resulting in a packet collision. Or a control packet may be lost and
the simultaneous reservation is not heard. Therefore, total collision freeness cannot be guaranteed.

Figure 3.14

Additional Exposed Node Problem in MACA

Analogous to ALOHA, MACA can also be extended with acknowledgment packets on the link layer, it
was proposed by Bharghavan et al. [14] and is called MACA Wireless (MACAW). It was shown that
retransmission at the link layer at each hop and not at the end‐to‐end connection increases the
overall throughput in channels with low reliability, what is the case in underwater environments.
As described in the introduction of this section, a handshake only increases the throughput if data
packets are long and there would be a lot of collisions without a preceding reservation. In mobile Ad
Hoc networks (MANETs) it is shown that MACA mostly decreases the throughput instead increases
the delay. Furthermore, additional control packets lead to a higher packet collision probability.
Another problem in underwater networks is the high propagation delay, which extends the
handshake duration of MACA significantly and a lot of bandwidth is wasted by waiting for control
messages [56].

B.2.1.2.

MACA‐U

The media access protocol MACA for Underwater (MACA‐U), proposed by Ng et al. [89], is an
adaption of MACA for multi‐hop underwater acoustic networks. They worked out an enhancement of
the state transition rules of the original MACA which is designed for terrestrial environments. In
MACA a node waiting for CTS (after sending an RTS) or waiting for data (after sending a CTS) transits
into quiet state if it overhears any foreign RTS or CTS packet, which occurs more often in
environments with high delays. Instead in MACA‐U nodes ignore these packets and stay in waiting
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for CTS respectively waiting for data state. Only if a node receives a foreign CTS during waiting for
CTS it transits into quiet state for twice the maximum propagation delay plus transmission time of
the foreign data packet and retries the channel reservation at a later point in time. The second
enhancement is extending the quiet state if necessary after overhearing a foreign RTS or CTS packet.
Another adaption is done in the packet forwarding strategy for multi‐hop networks. MACA‐U uses a
second First‐In‐First‐Out (FIFO) queue and separates data originated from the node itself and relay
data. The relay queue has a higher priority and RTS packets corresponding to relay packets have an
additional priority flag to enhance packet forwarding.
As a third adaption Ng et al. [89] tested different backoff algorithms besides the original Binary
Exponential Backoff (BEB). They observed that a better throughput is achieved when the backoff
algorithm assumes a drastic decrement like BEB, whereas linear decrease like Multiplicative Increase
Linearly Decrease (MILD) reacts too slow to changing conditions.
Their simulation results show that MACA‐U outperforms the original MACA by around 20% for the
saturation throughput and is introduced as a better benchmark for comparison of new medium
access protocols for underwater networks. They also compared MACA‐U without and with carrier
sensing (CS‐MACA‐U) which showed similar results in throughput.

B.2.1.3.

PCAP

The propagation‐delay‐tolerant collision avoidance protocol (PCAP), proposed by Guo et al [56],
adapts the handshake of MACA for underwater acoustic networks. It tries to solve the problem of
high signal propagation delays present in underwater networks. It is shown, that handshaking
protocols become less efficient as the propagation delays increase, because of the long idle times
during waiting for feedback. Handshaking showed poor throughput if the propagation delay is
considerably larger than the transmission time of a data packet. In PCAP the transmission of a CTS is
deferred, so that it reaches the transmitter after twice the maximum propagation delay after sending
the RTS, as shown in Figure 3.15.

Figure 3.15

PCAP reservation handshake scheme.

The waiting time twait is given as:

where pmax is the maximum propagation delay and pA,B the delay between node A and node B, which
is calculated out of a transmission time ttx included in the RTS and the receive time trx of the RTS at
the receiver B:
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Due to the use of the absolute time difference trx  ttx, PCAP needs time synchronization of all nodes.
Time error introduced by clock drift should be negligible compared to the propagation delay.
In PCAP the transmitter or neighbours can take other actions while waiting for the CTS, like
transmitting another data frame or perform handshaking of the next data packet. The simulations in
[56] showed significant improvements of the throughput (compared to other methods) if the
propagation delays compared to the transmission times are long. The disadvantage of PCAP is the
need of synchronization, and it is only suitable for delay tolerant applications due to the significantly
higher handshake delay before each data transmission.

B.2.1.4.

FAMA

In the floor acquisition multiple access (FAMA) protocol, proposed by Fullmer and Garcia [49],
collisions due to simultaneous reservations are prevented by increasing the RTS and CTS packets. As
mentioned, MACA cannot guarantee collision freeness, due to different propagation delays. For
example this can happen, when one neighbour is near and one far and a CTS from a reservation
arrives too late to prevent a third station from sending its own RTS, which will collide with the data
packet, as shown in Figure 3.16.

Figure 3.16

Collisions in MACA due to different propagation delays.

In FAMA this problem is solved by increasing the RTS and CTS transmission times. The length of an
RTS is larger than the maximum channel propagation delay plus the transmit‐to‐receive turn‐around
time and any processing time for carrier detection. The length of a CTS is larger than the length of an
RTS plus one maximum roundtrip time across the channel (twice the maximum channel propagation
delay). The relationship of the size of the CTS to the RTS gives the CTS a so called dominance over the
RTS in the channel. Even though a node starts the transmission of an RTS just before a CTS arrives
and it is deaf during the transmission, it will hear the end of the CTS. Therefore the dominating CTS
plays the role of a busy tone in FAMA and guarantees a collision free transmission of data packets.
The increased length of the control packets results in a maximum handshake length of five times of
the maximum propagation delay, three due to RTS and CTS transmissions and two due to packet
propagation delay. In underwater networks this results in high packet delays and waste of energy
due to the long transmission times of control packets. Therefore, Molins and Stojanovic proposed a
slotted version of FAMA for underwater networks as described in the section on slotted access
protocols (C).
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B.2.1.5.

DBTMA

In the dual busy tone multiple access (DBTMA), proposed by Deng et al. [37], the channel is divided
into two subchannels, a data channel and a control channel. This protocol solves the exposed node
problems, which are still present using MACA. Therefore, two control tones on a separate channel
are included. A transmit busy tone is sent parallel to RTS packets to provide protection for the RTS
packets to increase the probability of successful RTS reception at the intended receiver. The second
receive busy tone replaces the CTS packet, which is send until the data packet is completely received,
as shown in Figure 3.17.
The transmitter A waits twice the maximum propagation delay after receiving the receive busy tone
to allow all other nodes in range of the receiver B to abort possible RTS transmissions. This waiting
time increases the handshake duration additionally and makes DBTMA unsuitable for underwater
networks.

Figure 3.17

DBTMA reservation handshake scheme.

The exposed node problem (Figure 3.11b) is solved, because node C can now receive the receive busy
tone as CTS of the receiver node D, because it is on another channel and does not collide with the
transmission of node B. The second exposed node problem (Figure 3.14) is solved too; because node
C can now reply with a CTS tone without interfering the transmission of node A and B.
Collision freeness cannot be guaranteed, because the RTS packet can still collide with data packets
(Figure 3.16) due to different propagation delays. The RTS itself cannot be replaced by a simple tone,
because it must contain the data packet length and the destination node. Replacing the CTS by a
simple receive busy tone does no longer allow to associate the tone to the corresponding RTS.
Therefore, receive busy tones may confirm the wrong or more than one RTS packet resulting in
collisions at the receiver.
The authors of DBTMA showed an enhancement compared to MACA, which may be useful for
underwater networks too, but the control tones need additional energy and parallel
receiving/transmitting of a control tone must be supported by the modems.

B.2.1.6.

DACAP

The Distance‐Aware Collision Avoidance Protocol (DACAP), proposed by Peleato and Stojanovic [99],
is designed for underwater networks with high propagation delays. DACAP solves two problems
arising out of parallel handshakes combined with long propagation delays. The first problem is
already introduced in the FAMA section (B.2.1.4) and is shown in Figure 3.16. To avoid collisions of
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data transmissions with foreign RTS packets, the transmitter defers its data transmission for tmin
seconds after sending an RTS, where tmin is the minimum handshake length and predefined for all
nodes. For networks wherein most node distances are close to the maximum transmission range, tmin
can be
needs to be nearly twice the maximum propagation delay. If some distances are shorter,
reduced and thereby the average handshake length. The second problem is shown in Figure 3.18.
Node A wants to transmit data to node B and initiates a handshake. In parallel, node C wants to
transmit data to node D and initiates also a handshake. With the standard MACA RTS/CTS
mechanism this can result in a collision of the data packet at node B if B receives the RTS from node C
after already having sent the CTS to node A and node C starts the transmission before overhearing
the CTS of node B.

Figure 3.18

Parallel handshakes with high propagation delays.

To solve this problem, DACAP introduces a very short warning packet sent by the receiver if it
overhears an RTS within 2 · pmax – tmin after sending a CTS, where pmax is the maximum propagation
delay, shown in Figure 3.19. Because node A waits a certain time before beginning the data
transmission, it can overhear the warning of node B and defer the transmission. Also node C defers
its transmission because it overhears the CTS from node B during the waiting period. After a random
backoff node A and node C reinitiate the handshake.
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Figure 3.19

The waiting and warning mechanism from DACAP.

In [99], two versions of DACAP are introduced, with and without additional acknowledgements. The
simulations show a higher throughput of DACAP than Slotted FAMA and in some cases than ALOHA.
The disadvantage of DACAP is that tmin has to be configured in advance and is not adaptive to
changing network topologies. It has to be chosen as trade‐off between longer handshake/idle times
and collision probability. The enhancement of using warning packets additional to the waiting
periods is not separately shown and therefore unclear. In the scenario shown in Figure 3.19 the
warning packet of node B leads to the deferment of both data packets; leaving out the warning
defers only one transmission and would be more effective in this case.

B.2.2.

Contention‐based Reservation:

With contention‐based reservation, in advance of each data transmission all nodes with data ready
to send compete with each other for channel access in so called contention rounds. Each node that
wants to reserve the channel for a data transmission, signals this to all neighbours by transmitting a
control tone or message when the channel is free of activities. If there is more than one node
contending for the channel, each node chooses a backoff (e.g, using a random generator) and the
next contention round is started. If a node overhears a reservation of a competitor during this
backoff period, it has lost the contention and must wait. Due to the propagation delay there can be
still more than one contender left. Therefore, this will be repeated until there is only one node left.
Now, the winner is allowed to transmit its data packet. After the transmission has finished, all nodes
with data to send compete for channel access again.

B.2.2.1.

Tone‐Lohi

The Tone‐Lohi (T‐Lohi) protocol, proposed by Syed et al. [128], uses tones during contention rounds
to reserve the channel. Contender detection during a contention round comes from listening to the
channel after sending the short reservation tone.
Since underwater acoustic modems are typically half‐duplex, a node that is transmitting a reservation
tone cannot receive another tone at the same time. Therefore, nodes become deaf to simultaneous
reservations if the time difference between the transmissions (tA – tB) of node A and node B minus
the propagation delay (pA,B) is smaller than the time needed to detect a reservation tone (Tdetect):

In this case one node detects the channel erroneously as free and starts data transmission before the
reservation is finished. This problem is mitigated if there are more than two contenders with
different propagation delays.
T‐Lohi takes advantage of the high propagation delays present in underwater networks to count the
number of contenders during a contention round. Because the tones are short and the propagation
delay is relatively high, the tones of different contenders mostly arrive in sequence and not in
parallel, as shown in Figure 3.20.
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Figure 3.20

The Synchronized T-Lohi reservation contention-based scheme.

Even if tones collide, the presence of some contenders can still be determined if tones are not
destructive. This contender counting allows T‐Lohi to react dynamically to the actual traffic by
adapting the backoffs during the contention rounds to the number of contenders.
Syed et al [128] proposed three flavours of T‐Lohi with different reservation mechanisms. A
synchronized version (ST‐Lohi) and two unsynchronized versions, the conservative Unsynchronized T‐
Lohi (cUT‐Lohi) and the aggressive Unsynchronized T‐Lohi (aUT‐Lohi):
a)

Synchronized Tone‐Lohi (ST‐Lohi):
The synchronized flavour of T‐Lohi needs global time synchronization of all nodes, because the
transmission start times are synchronized. Therefore, ST‐Lohi is actually a slotted protocol of
category C. It is described at this point, because ST‐Lohi is the foundation for the
unsynchronized flavours. Slots are as long as a contention round whose length is defined as the
maximum propagation length plus the tone detection time to guarantee the recognition of all
contenders during a contention round:

If a node has data to send, it must wait until the beginning of the next contention round, where
it is allowed to start channel reservation, if the channel is not already reserved or there is an
ongoing reservation. Otherwise they have to wait until the channel is free. Each node that has
data to send transmits a short reservation tone and listens until the end of the contention round
to count the number of contenders, as shown in Figure 3.20.
In ST‐Lohi the nodes should not be too close, because contenders are only detected if the
propagation delay is equal or greater than the time needed to detect a reservation tone:

In Figure 3.20, node A, node B, and node C want to reserve the channel. After detecting and
counting the contenders each node draws its own backoff ω uniformly from [0,CRC], where CRC
is the contender count. Each node must wait this ω contention rounds before it is allowed trying
to reserve the channel again, assumed that no other contender did choose a shorter backoff.
Consequently, the number of contenders is reduced each round until there is a winner, like node
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A in Figure 3.20. After node A did not sense any contender in round three, it is allowed to start
the data transmission at the beginning of the next round. Due to the dynamic adaption of the
backoff this mechanism converges in very few rounds; even for a high number of contenders ST‐
Lohi needs just three or four contention rounds.
Additionally, the authors of T‐Lohi pointed out that in underwater networks there exists a
spatial unfairness due to the high propagation delays. In Figure 3.20 node C detects the channel
as free, after the data transmission of node A, later than a nearer node B, which therefore can
reserve the channel one slot earlier. To reduce this spatial unfairness, in ST‐Lohi nodes have to
wait an additional time depending on the distance to the last transmitter.

b)

Unsynchronized Tone‐Lohi (UT‐Lohi):
In unsynchronized Tone‐Lohi (UT‐Lohi), nodes can contend for the channel any time they know
the channel is not busy, as shown in Figure 3.21. To enable the counting of all contenders the
contention round is doubled in the conservative unsynchronized T‐Lohi (cUT‐Lohi):

This additional time is needed if a contender is as far away as the maximum transmission range
and it transmits its tone just before detecting the preceding tone. Due to reasons of deafness
conditions even the doubled contention round does not guarantee a successful reservation, but
reduces collisions to a minimum.

Figure 3.21

The conservative unsynchronized T-Lohi reservation scheme.

To reduce the reservation period another flavour of T‐Lohi is introduced, called aggressive
unsynchronized T‐Lohi (aUT‐Lohi) where the contention period is the same as in ST‐Lohi:

Consequently, aUT‐Lohi reduces the idle times but conversely increases the propability of
collisions due to premature reservations. The simulations in [128] show a higher channel
utilization of aUT‐Lohi compared with cUT‐Lohi.
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The advantage of T‐Lohi is the very low energy consumption, because the reservation scheme
reduces data packet collisions and the reservation tones can be used as special wake‐up tones, which
additionally reduces the energy consumption during channel listening. The disadvantage of T‐Lohi is
that it is designed for short‐ranged fully connected networks. The reservation mechanism does not
regard hidden stations, which are considerably present in multi‐hop networks. Simulations [54]
showed reduced performance of all T‐Lohi flavors in such environments.
Another problem is the dependency between the contention round duration and the maximum
propagation delay; so high transmission ranges reduce the channel utilization. Even with perfect
scheduling T‐Lohi reaches a maximum throughput of:

where tdata is the packet transmission time and CR the contention round duration, which is a multiple
of the maximum propagation delay, depending on the used flavour of T‐Lohi. T‐Lohi is not considered
suitable for wide‐range underwater multi‐hop networks.

C.

Slotted Access:

In slotted access protocols the time is divided in slots of length ω and a transmission is deferred to
the beginning of the next time slot, like shown in Figure 3.22. Typically, random access protocols of
category B are extended to slotted access. Restricting packet transmission to predetermined time
slots decreases the probability of packet collisions due to partial overlapping. In slotted access packet
collisions can only occur if two nodes select the same time slot. But slotting increases the idle times,
resulting in higher packet delays and lower channel utilization by reducing the collision probability.
Like TDMA, in slotted protocols all nodes must be synchronised and the slot length ω is proportional
to the propagation length, which can be a problem in wide‐ranged underwater networks.

Figure 3.22

Slotted ALOHA channel access scheme.

C.1. Slotted Aloha
In the slotted version of ALOHA (slotted ALOHA), proposed by Roberts [113], the design principle of
random access without reservation of pure ALOHA is maintained. Only the channel access, and
therefore the data transmission, is deferred to the beginning of the next time slot, shown in Figure
3.22. Since a slot is not assigned to a single node like in TDMA, collisions are still possible if multiple
nodes select the same time slot. But even if two nodes select the same slot, the simultaneous
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transmissions do not have to collide. For example, if node A and node C in Figure 3.22 transmit in
parallel, they receive the data packets of the other node due to the propagation delay. But at the
middle node B they collide and cannot be decoded.

C.2. Slotted FAMA
The slotted version of the floor acquisition multiple access (FAMA) protocol, proposed by Molins and
Stojanovic [84], does not need the long transmission times of RTS and CTS packets as the original
FAMA [49] does. The increased lengths of control packets are introduced in FAMA to eliminate
collisions of data packets like in MACA due to different packet delays, as shown in Figure 3.16. To
prevent other nodes from sending when data is being sent, in FAMA the length of the RTS and CTS
packets are larger than the maximum propagation delay, which is not a suitable solution for
underwater networks. Slotted FAMA uses time slotting which eliminates the need for excessively
long control packets, thus providing savings in energy. The slot length is set to the maximum
propagation delay plus the transmission time of a CTS. Due to the fact that a node must wait until the
beginning of the next time slot, it overhears the CTS from a competitor before starting its own
handshake, as shown in Figure 3.23. In consequence, Slotted FAMA guarantees a collision free
transmission of data packets; only the control packets of simultaneous handshakes can collide. Note
that the data packets are allowed to be longer than one slot length as long as the required
transmission time was included in the control packets of the previous handshake. Therefore, it is
possible to transmit multiple packets at once, a so called packet train, with the need of only one prior
handshake.

Figure 3.23

Channel Access scheme of Slotted FAMA.

In Slotted FAMA, the reduction in control packet lengths are an improvement of the original FAMA in
underwater environments, especially if the maximum transmission range and the resulting
propagation delay is high. Even though the energy efficiency is good, the channel utilization is still
low in long‐range networks; equally the packet delay is still high, because the handshake does still
need two slots and therefore twice the maximum propagation delay.

3.3.3.

Medium Access Cooperation with Game Theory

Using time based medium access in ad‐hoc networks, collisions are always possible. Standard
procedures to avoid collisions lead to a high administrative effort. Game theory offers a promising
set of tools to analytically model ad‐hoc networks and a design of incentive mechanisms to design
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robust protocols dealing with selfish behavior [41], [132]. “Intelligence Game theory can be defined
as the study of mathematical models of conflict and cooperation between intelligent rational
decision‐makers. Game theory provides general mathematical techniques for analyzing situations in
which two or more individuals make decisions that will influence on another's welfare” [86]
With game theory, the probability of a packet transmission from a neighbour should be estimated.
The objective of each node is to maximize the individual throughput by reducing the collisions [18].
The probability that a neighbour will transmit in the next time may be guessed from overheard
traffic, for example if a node overhears a packet that its neighbour has to forward. [43], [42]. The
game theory approach can also be applied to routing algorithms [80], [96].

3.3.4. Discussion of existing time based multiple access technologies
If propagation delays are small relative to message lengths, protocols utilizing channel reservation
(category B.2) or time division multiplexing (category A) may be the most efficient choice.
But in applications with decentralized network topology and high propagation delays relative to
message length, time division multiplexing protocols (category A) are not suitable. The channel
would not be used efficiently, because the required guard times between each slot have the order of
the maximum propagation delay. Additionally node synchronization would be needed, which cannot
be easily assumed in an ad hoc network. These arguments against protocols of category A are also
true for protocols of category C with slotted access.
When there are high propagation delays relative to message length, the protocols of category B.2
with preceding channel reservation will also achieve only low channel utilizations due to the long
handshake durations of twice the maximum propagation delay. Therefore, the nodes will spend the
most part of the time waiting for confirmations of channel reservations. To get acceptable channel
utilization compared to random access protocols, the packet transmission times and consequently
the probability of collisions must be very high.
As a consequence, random access protocols without channel reservation of category B.1, e.g. ALOHA,
seems to be the best solution when propagation delays are long relative to message length. They are
detached from the maximum propagation delay but have the problem of collisions. To reduce
collisions to a minimum, the packet sizes and therefore the transmission times should be as small as
possible. This is reinforced by simulations [54] with the World Ocean Simulation System (WOSS) [55],
where ALOHA is compared with T‐Lohi and DCAP. The lower overhead and shorter channel access
delay of ALOHA yields better performance simulating small packet sizes. If long packet sizes are used,
one has to be aware that this will come at the cost of packet loss due to collisions.
Random access strategies may be combined with effective flooding algorithms, which allows the use
of additional network coding strategies (section 4.4.5) to deal with the bad channel conditions, and
exploit the time diversity originated from the high propagation delays with collaborative
beamforming approaches (section 4.4.6). This can be combined with the utilization of check sums
and reliabilities from the physical layer. Additionally, game theory strategies may reduce the collision
probability in networks with a shared medium like in the acoustic underwater communication [94] as
described in chapter 3.3.3.
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3.4.

Combination of different multiple access schemes

It is also possible to combine different multiple access schemes. For example, one can combine time‐
based ALOHA multiple access with FDMA or CDMA, called multichannel ALOHA [106]. In the case of
multichannnel ALOHA with FDMA, the total frequency band can be split into several bands, and
when a transmitter has data to send it can send it on one of the frequency bands. The choice of
frequency band can be random or determined by some algorithm.
One challenge in multichannel ALOHA is that the intended receiver must be listening to the correct
channel. If sufficient processing power is available at the receiver, it could simultaneously listen for
transmissions on all channels. If this is not feasible, a common control channel has to be used: When
a transmitter has data to send, it selects a channel for communication and transmits a short burst on
the control channel telling the intended receiver to listen at the correct channel.
Zhou et al [148, 147] have investigated multichannel MAC methods for underwater acoustic
networks. They compare multichannel ALOHA with multichannel RTS/CTS, and in [148] they present
various plots comparing the two approaches for different traffic parameters and number of channels.
The two approaches compare similarly as in single‐channel systems with respect to packet lengths,
traffic load, and propagation delay. But in their simulations the performance of multichannel RTS/CTS
is improved as the number of channels increases, while the performance of multichannel ALOHA is
relatively independent of the number of channels. In [147] they discuss additional hidden terminal
problems that emerge in multichannel systems, and propose to augment multichannel RTS/CTS with
control tones to alleviate this.
As mentioned in Section 3.2.3, Pompili et al [104] have also proposed and investigated a CDMA‐
based multichannel ALOHA scheme.
Note that the challenges in CDMA and FDMA related to possibly large difference in simultaneously
received signals on different channels (see Sections 3.1‐3.2) also have to be considered in
multichannel ALOHA or multichannel RTS/CTS.
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4.

Logical link layer topics
4.1. Scope

In this chapter, we describe methods to ensure reliable information delivery to higher layers at the
sink(s), while keeping overhead, retransmissions, and discarded information as low as possible. The
basic mechanism to achieve this is typically ARQ (automatic repeat request), but many variants and
additional mechanisms can be used.
One important contributor to ensuring low error rates is forward error correction (FEC). FEC is
however considered part of the physical layer, and not investigated in detail in this report. FEC
reduces the error rates in the physical layer, such that link layer protocols have a better chance of
being successful.
Some MAC protocols are tightly coupled with ARQ. This is particularly the case for MAC protocols
using an RTS/CTS exchange to reserve the channel. They are often referred to as RTS/CTS/DATA/ACK
exchange, where DATA/ACK is the ARQ mechanism. In these cases, the present chapter describes
variants of the applied ARQ protocol, while MAC is described in the previous chapter.
In multinode networks, the link layer performance can be improved by cooperation between several
nodes, instead of considering each node‐to‐node link separately and leave the rest to routing
protocols in the network layer. This is discussed in Sec. 4.4. In these cases, the borderline between
link layer and network layer may become unclear.

4.2. ARQ
ARQ is the basic mechanism to ensure that no erroneous frames are delivered to higher layers. In this
context, each “frame” consists of a number n data bits and a cyclic redundancy check (CRC) of p bits,
where n+p<2p‐1. A typical choice is p=16. CRC codes have good error detection capability (but no
error correction capability). The probability of undetected error is below 2‐p for a p‐bit CRC, as long as
n is not too short (n should be above 200 for a 16‐bit CRC) [48]. Note that this reference assumes
uncorrelated bit errors, which is not the case if a FEC is applied at the PHY layer. The recommended
range of frame sizes for a 16‐bit CRC is from 10 bytes to 4 kbytes.
In some applications 32‐bit CRC may be considered, in order to reduce the residual error rate. This
depends on the potential effect an error may lead to and whether there are error detecting
mechanisms at higher layers.
The usual assumption is that if the CRC check passes, the frame has no errors. Then, the receiver
sends an ACK (acknowledgment) message back to the transmitter. If the CRC check fails, the receiver
sends a NAK (negative acknowledgment), such that the transmitter knows that the frame was
received in error. If the transmitter does not receive an ACK message within a defined time‐out time,
it also assumes that the frame was lost, although in reality it may only have been the ACK message
that was lost. Generally, control messages such as ACK/NAK should be sent with a more robust
physical layer waveform than data frames, to avoid unnecessary retransmissions.
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If the transmitter receives a NAK message or does not receive an ACK message, it retransmits the
frame. If the frame is not successfully received within a defined maximum number of
retransmissions, the transmitter gives up, and the frame is lost.
Note that a more robust physical layer will reduce the need for retransmissions. But still, some kind
of ARQ mechanism is required at the link layer to ensure reliable delivery of the information.

4.2.1. Stopandwait and gobackN ARQ
The simplest ARQ variant is “stop‐and‐wait”. This means that after transmitting one frame, the
transmitter waits for ACK or NAK from the receiver before making its next transmission
(retransmission or new frame). This is very inefficient in underwater communications due to high
round‐trip delay between transmitter and receiver, which means that an unnecessarily large fraction
of the time will be spent waiting for acknowledgments.
A slightly more sophisticated ARQ variant is “go‐back‐N”. This means that the transmitter sends
several enumerated frames consecutively in one transmission, and in case of errors the receiver
feeds back the sequence number of the first frame that was received in error. As an example, the
transmitter sends six frames enumerated 1‐6. Frames 3 and 5 are received in error, and the receiver
feeds back that the first error was in frame 3. On its next transmission, the transmitter then goes
back to frame 3 and continues from there, such that its next six frames to send would be number 3‐8.
Note that in this example, frame 4 and 6 are retransmitted even though they have already been
correctly received. Go‐back‐N ARQ therefore wastes transmission energy and time compared to
selective repeat ARQ (Sec. 4.2.2). The benefit of go‐back‐N compared to selective repeat is that the
buffering requirement on the receiver side is smaller.
We have not found any references recommending the use of stop‐and‐wait ARQ or go‐back‐N ARQ in
underwater communications systems, at least not when compared to selective repeat ARQ.

4.2.2. Selective repeat ARQ
In selective repeat ARQ, the transmitter sends several enumerated frames consecutively in one
transmission, and in case of errors the receiver feeds back the sequence number of all frames that
were received in error. On its next transmission, the transmitter then retransmits only the frames
received in error, possibly together with new frames. With this approach, the time wasted waiting for
ACK is reduced compared to stop‐and‐wait ARQ, and the time and energy wasted on unnecessary
retransmissions is reduced compared to go‐back‐N ARQ.
Selective repeat ARQ is used in the US Seaweb underwater communications system [70, 111, 112],
where it is called SRQ. The SRQ protocol used in Seaweb is illustrated in Figure 4.1. In this
implementation, the retransmitted frames are not concatenated with new frames. The header is 9
bytes, the frame size is 256 bytes (n=2048 bits), and a 16‐bit CRC is appended to each frame [112].
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Figure 4.1

Illustration of selective repeat ARQ as implemented in Seaweb. From [112] with
permission. In the terminology of the present report, SRQ corresponds to
selective repeat ARQ, and subpacket corresponds to frame. HDR means header.

Go‐back‐N ARQ and selective repeat ARQ would perform even better with full‐duplex (which is
difficult under water, see Section 2.2) than with half‐duplex. In [125], the half‐duplex version of
selective repeat ARQ is considered to be a variant of stop‐and‐wait ARQ, since the half‐duplex
operation still forces the transmitter to stop and wait for acknowledgments after some frames have
been transmitted.
The optimal frame size and number of frames to send in each transmission depends on the bit error
rate and on the propagation delay. This is analyzed in [125], where it is proposed to adapt these
parameters to channel conditions and propagation delay, and also to adapt the time‐out values to
the propagation delay.

4.3. Hybrid ARQ
4.3.1. Type I hybrid ARQ
“Hybrid ARQ” refers to combining ARQ (error detection and retransmission) with the error correction
capabilities of FEC. Its simplest form called type I hybrid ARQ just refers to using FEC at the physical
layer and ARQ at the link layer. Since FEC has to be used at the physical layer in any practical
underwater communication system, all the ARQ variants described above will actually be type‐I
hybrid ARQ when applied to such systems.

4.3.2. Type II hybrid ARQ
Type II hybrid ARQ is also referred to as incremental redundancy ARQ. It relies on a FEC code at the
physical layer which is able to provide different amounts of redundancy, i.e., has outputs
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corresponding to different code rates. As a simple example, assume that the FEC is a convolutional
code with four different generating polynomials, such that the code rate is 1/4 if all four shift register
outputs are used. On the first transmission of a frame, the transmitter only sends the output from
two shift registers (code rate 1/2). If the frame is not received and decoded correctly, the transmitter
sends a new frame with the output from the other two shift registers. The receiver then combines
the two received frames with a decoder for the overall rate 1/4 code. More generally, the
incremental redundancy required for type II hybrid ARQ can be realized by applying different
puncturing patterns to a code, or by applying fountain codes (Section 4.3.3).
The benefit of type II hybrid ARQ is that the overall FEC code combined from several transmitted
frames with different redundancy information will have better performance than just repeating the
same transmission several times.
Type II hybrid ARQ for underwater acoustic communications is studied in [130], where its
performance is assessed based on a Markov model for SNR variations derived from actual channel
measurements.
For High Frequency (3‐30 MHz) radio communications, which is to considered to be among the most
difficult RF propagation channels, data link protocols using burst waveforms and hybrid type II ARQ
have been standardized [67, 87]. The protocols are called LDL and HDL (Low‐Rate and High‐Rate Data
Link), and the incremental redundancy is based on convolutional codes with up to four shift register
outputs. An extension called HDL+ [27], which uses adaptive data rate and has higher rates available,
has also been proposed for standardization. One might consider adopting ideas from these protocols
for underwater acoustic links.

4.3.3. Fountain codes (rateless codes)
In challenging and time‐varying communication environments such as underwater acoustic channels,
the channel capacity and hence the optimal data rate will vary with time. Therefore, varying the
information data rate with time will improve the throughput of the system. This can be achieved
using adaptive modulation (Section 2.3), which requires the receiver to feed back information on the
channel quality (“channel state information”). Note that in the physical layer context “channel state
information” may refer to knowledge of the channel impulse response, but in the present context it
is most often quantized information on SNR only.
The transmitter can use the channel state information fed back from the receiver to choose the data
rate. However, getting this feedback will take time, and the channel state information may to some
extent be outdated before the transmitter can make use of it.
An alternative approach to obtain adaptive information data rate – without having channel state
information available at the transmitter – is to apply what is known as rateless codes or fountain
codes. Such codes can be used to generate an arbitrary amount of redundancy. The basic properties
of this family of codes are:
•
•
•

The number of information bits k is arbitrary
The code is able to stream an arbitrary amount of code bits based on the information bits
If the decoder correctly receives any k’ of the code bits, where k’ is only slightly larger than k,
it can decode all the transmitted information bits.
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Note that it does not matter which k’ code bits are received, any subset of sufficient size will do. The
term fountain codes is due to the following analogy [83]: “A digital fountain has properties similar to
a fountain of water: when you fill your cup from the fountain, you do not care what drops of water
fall in, but only want that your cup fills enough to quench your thirst. With a digital fountain, a client
obtains encoded packets from one or more servers, and once enough packets are obtained, the
client can reconstruct the original [message]. Which packets are obtained [and in which order]
should not matter.”
The fountain codes typically listed in literature are [83, 15]: Tornado codes, LT (Luby Transform)
codes, and Raptor (Rapid tornado) codes. Of these, Raptor codes are the best and newest (published
in 2004 [117]). Raptor codes can be encoded and decoded with computational complexity increasing
only linearly with the number of bits k.
Fountain codes were originally designed for erasure channels, and are therefore sometimes also
referred to as erasure codes. In an erasure channel, there are no undetected errors but every bit
error has been replaced by an “erasure”, i.e., a bit that is in error is erased and disregarded. To
convert a real‐world noisy channel to an erasure channel, one can e.g. apply CRC: If the CRC check
fails on a frame, the entire frame is erased. Note that in this setup, a number of frames with separate
CRCs would be combined to generate a code word.
It is however also possible to apply LT and Raptor codes to noisy channels without erasures [15]. This
has not been investigated further in the present study.
Fountain codes are applicable to type II hybrid ARQ, where they can be used to generate just as
much incremental redundancy as is needed to get the information through, and the receiver can
send an ACK back when it has got enough to decode the transmitted information. Fountain codes are
particularly suitable to multicast applications, where different receivers experience different error
patterns but the transmitted redundancy is still equally usable to all. When the transmitter has
received ACK from all the intended receivers, it knows that it has sent enough redundancy and can
stop transmitting.
Papers proposing to use fountain codes in underwater acoustic communications include [145, 24]
who consider multicast applications, [28] who considers an application where AUVs collect data from
underwater sensors, and [19, 20] who consider data‐centric storage applications.

4.4. Link layer improvement potential in networks
When designing link layer protocols for a single point‐to‐point link, one cannot do much more than
discussed in Sections 4.2‐4.3. But when more than two nodes are considered, there is a large
potential for improving link layer protocols by allowing nodes to cooperate in getting information
from its source to destination without errors.
We already mentioned one multinode application, namely multicast, in Section 4.3.3. In the present
section, we will further investigate possibilities to improve link layer performance in networks.
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4.4.1. Topologies
In Figure 4.2 we show some example network topologies as a reference picture for the discussions in
this section. The arrows indicate which way information is transmitted from source(s) to sink(s) in the
discussed examples, but of course there will be control packets going the other way, and also the
same set of nodes may be used to transmit information in other directions.

Figure 4.2

Point-to-point links only

Multi-hop relay link

Multicast link

Multi-hop relay network

Multicast network

Mesh network

Example network topologies discussed in a link layer context

The upper left panel in Figure 4.2 is included to illustrate that we may have cases where there are
multiple nodes in the network, but hardly any link layer benefit from using several nodes in
combination since no information resides in more than one node. Here, there are multiple sources
transmitting information to one sink without any relaying.
In a multicast link (mid left panel), a source transmits the same information to several sinks. A
multicast network (lower left panel) is similar, but also allows other nodes to participate in getting
the information to the sink. As discussed above, one possibility to improve performance in multicast
applications is to apply fountain codes.
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In a multi‐hop relay link (upper right panel), nodes along the way from source to sink are used to
forward the information. Since each hop is a fraction of the total distance, the communication
performance on each hop will be better (higher data rate, more robust, lower transmit power, etc).
However, each hop will add overhead and latency, such that there is a trade‐off involved in selecting
the number of hops to cover the distance. This trade‐off is studied in [126]. In the figure, we have
also indicated the fact that some frames may be received also by nodes further down the line, e.g.,
due to varying channel conditions. Performance may be improved if such opportunities are exploited.
Note that the case of a direct link in parallel to a two‐hop link is sometimes referred to as a relay
network.
In a multi‐hop relay network (mid right panel), information travels from source to sinks along several
different routes, either in parallel or by switching between different routes as propagation conditions
change.
In a mesh network (lower right panel), several nodes are within communication range of another (in
the limiting case, all nodes), and any node can act as source or sink. In this case, there are many
different ways to get information from source to sink.
When there are moving nodes in the system, it is essential that the applied protocols at all layers ‐
including the link layer ‐ are able to adapt to changes in topology.

4.4.2. Implicit acknowledgment
In a multi‐hop relay link or relay network, it is not required that the forwarding nodes send link layer
ACK back to the transmitter at the incoming hop. If for example node A sends a frame to node C via
node B, it can hear that the frame is forwarded by node B and then implicitly knows that it was
correctly received by node B. This technique is called implicit acknowledgment. Obviously, it will
decrease the overhead and overall latency, at the cost of slightly increased protocol complexity.
Papers investigating implicit acknowledgment for underwater acoustic communications include [129,
134, 149]. Some of these assume in their analysis that (using our example) node A needs to receive
without errors the entire frame forwarded by node B in order to get the implicit acknowledgment.
This assumption seems overly conservative to us, as it should be sufficient that node A just observes
that B starts sending to C, e.g by demodulating only the header of the frame forwarded by B.

4.4.3. Endtoend feedback
In a multi‐hop relay link or relay network, one may omit the ARQ feedback on each hop and rather
send an ACK/NAK back from the sink to the source along the same multi‐hop route as the
information took. This is called end‐to‐end feedback. Due to the long total latency in an underwater
multi‐hop relay link, this feedback will come very late, and we have not found any papers
recommending using end‐to‐end feedback in underwater acoustic communications. It should,
however, not be disregarded completely as there may be cases where it is suitable.

4.4.4. Opportunistic routing
When the channel propagation and noise conditions are varying in time and space, there will be
benefits from applying cross‐layer alternatives to standard routing methods at the network layer.
One alternative is to apply opportunistic routing, which means to make use of whichever link that
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happens to be error‐free for a given transmission. Information can be forwarded along different
routes from transmission to transmission, depending on the actual channel conditions. The problem
with opportunistic routing is that measures must be taken to ensure that the network is not
congested by flooding.
In [149], Zhuang et al propose a protocol for opportunistic routing in an underwater multihop relay
link. Here, opportunistic routing is combined with implicit acknowledgment in a way that avoids
flooding of the network: Assume that nodes A‐D are on a line, and that A shall send a message to D.
The normal routing would be A‐B‐C‐D. But if the transmission from A can also be heard directly by C
without errors, C will take the opportunity and forward the message to D (in effect skipping a hop).
When node B hears that C forwards the message, it implicitly knows that the message was correctly
received and forwarded by C. Then, B will refrain from forwarding the message. The authors of [149]
call this combination of opportunistic routing and implicit acknowledgment “bidirectional
overhearing”.
Implementation of opportunistic routing would be more complicated in other topologies than the
multihop relay link, and we have not found any proposals on this in the underwater communications
literature.

4.4.5. Network coding
A relatively new and active research field that may have potential to increase the performance in
underwater networks is network coding. Network coding was first introduced by Ahlswede et al in
2000 [3] for use in wired networks, and has successively been proposed for wireless radio networks
[73], cognitive radio networks [8], and for underwater acoustic networks [58].
An introduction to the field of network coding can e.g. be found in [46]. The main idea is that data
flows from multiple sources are combined to increase the network throughput, reduce delay and
enhance robustness. In this context network coding offers a paradigm shift with respect to the
traditional store and forward approach [39] by implementing a store, code and forward technique.
Network coding requires each node in the network to store the incoming packets in its own buffer
and transmit their combinations (instead of simply forwarding them), where such combining is
performed over some finite Galois Field for practical implementations. Hence, by mixing multiple
source packets into the same coded packet it is possible to obtain increased throughput efficiency as
well as scalability and robustness with respect to link failures or bad channel conditions [35, 45, 9].
We note that fountain codes (FC, Section 4.3.3) use a similar approach, since multiple packets are
combined to create a coded output packet (usually this is done by operations in a Galois Field).
However, while in the case of FC coding is performed at the link level, over packets generated from
the same source node, in the case of network coding packet mixing is performed at the network
level, i.e. packets from multiple nodes are combined together. Applications include but are not
limited to multicasting [62], broadcasting [45, 9], multiple unicast flows [73, 94], etc.
A typical example to explain network coding is the “butterfly network”, which was originally
proposed in [3] to show the benefits of network coding. Here, we will briefly describe a slightly
different underwater relay network example from [57], which is shown in Figure 4.3: Three frames A,
B, and C are to be transmitted from source to sink. In the right‐hand example without network
coding, it is assumed that each repeater forwards all successfully received frames towards the sink
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(i.e store and forward approach). However, due to frame errors only two of the three frames
successfully reach the sink without retransmissions. In the left‐hand example nodes are enabled to
use network coding, hence relay nodes store and forward different combinations of the successfully
received incoming frames, so that the sink can decode all the frames transmitted from the source as
long as it receives 3 linearly independent combinations of the source packets, in spite of the number
and pattern of channel‐induced frame errors (which is the same in both examples).

Figure 4.3

Example of application of network coding, from [57] with permission.

In network coding, the codes used to combine incoming frames are usually linear codes. For a given
topology it is possible to compute optimal coding polynomial coefficients, but when the topology is a
priori unknown and/or time‐varying it is better to apply random coding coefficients generated in
each relay. To this end, [35] was the first contribution to present a practical and distributed solution
exploiting random linear network coding. The authors focused on how the coding matrix as well as
the information related to the random combination of packets in some finite Galois Field GF(q) can
be shared by different nodes at low overhead. This is a crucial aspect for network coding algorithms
to work in multi hop radio and acoustic networks. Therefore, random linear network coding results
are attractive to underwater environments where robust and distributed communication protocols
are vital for the efficient utilization of the available resources. The downside is that additional
overhead is required to transmit the coding coefficients, which are not a priori known when random
linear network coding is applied. However, in practical settings this overhead is often negligible as
shown in [35].
In this context it has been shown that network coding is particularly beneficial in multicast
applications. In [32], Chitre and Soh investigate an underwater mesh network, where all nodes act as
sources and sinks, and all information from all sources needs to be received by all sinks. They
compare a solution based on straightforward ARQ, a solution based on fountain codes, and a
solution based on network coding. Their conclusion is that the network coding solution performs
better than the fountain code solution, at the cost of computational complexity.
In [79], Lucani et al investigate the application of network coding to an underwater multihop relay
link, where transmissions can be heard and forwarded by more than one downstream node. They
combine network coding with implicit acknowledgments, and show the benefits of this combination
in the considered topology.
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In [29], Chirdchoo et al take a more general approach to application of network coding to underwater
acoustic networks. They investigate in which cases there are benefits to be gained from network
coding. In their conclusions, we find the following recommendations: “Network coding is a promising
technique that can provide high PDR [packet delivery ratio], high data rate, as well as good energy
efficiency. However, network coding can provide such benefits only if it is implemented in a network
that satisfies a certain set of criteria. These include: (i) there are enough multiple paths from the
source node to the destination node, and (ii) the total number of hops between the source node and
the destination node is large enough to allow network coding to be fully utilized.”

4.4.6. Collaborative beamforming and related ideas
Collaborative beamforming [93, 85] is a technique suggested for wireless radio ad hoc networks. The
idea in its basic form is to transmit the same signal simultaneously and coherently from several relay
nodes, which together will form a beam towards the receiver. In this form, the idea does not seem
applicable to underwater acoustic networks since the propagation delays will make it hard to
synchronize the relays in such a way that the signals reach the receiver simultaneously.
An extension of this idea is to allow a receiver to coherently combine several transmitted signals
which are identical but received at different times, from the same transmitter or from several relay
nodes. In [137], van Walree and Leus mention the idea of combining several independent
transmissions of an identical signal using a multichannel equalizer. They did, however, not test this
idea. The idea seems to be applicable to ARQ protocols with several identical retransmissions. In [61],
Higley et al presents an experiment where they coherently combined several transmissions from a
towed transducer in a time‐reversal fashion. They call this approach “synthetic aperture time‐
reversal communications”.
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5.

Routing

Routing is a fundamental network primitive in any wireless network. Given typical transmit power
constraints, it is very unlikely that all nodes in a network are within the transmit range of one
another. For this reason, many messages may have to be relayed towards their destination through
multiple hops. Other than the clear advantages this strategy brings about in terms of connectivity
among far nodes, multihop routing generates two types of overhead: on one hand the messages get
replicated throughout the network, as multiple nodes relay the original transmission; on the other
hand, the decisions about which node should be a relay require some sort of signalling before routing
actually takes place.
Underwater networks are not different from other kinds of wireless networks in this regard. For
many scenarios, including harbour patrol, coastline environmental monitoring, etc., the area of
operations of the network may span several square kilometers, making single‐hop networking
infeasible. In addition, the specific features of underwater propagation make multihop topologies
more convenient: it has been shown [131] that absorption losses (due to the resonance of pressure
waves with salt particles in water) cause a significant attenuation phenomenon, whose entity grows
exponentially with distance. This comes in addition to the usual spreading loss factor, which instead
depends on distance according to a power law and is found in terrestrial radio transmissions as well.
Such attenuation requires that a very high power is used at the transmitter side, in order to cover a
long‐distance hop while achieving a sufficient Signal‐to‐Noise Ratio (SNR), and thereby correct
reception.
As opposed to what was said above, it was observed [105, 150] that multihop transmissions would
yield two different kinds of benefit: they substantially reduce the power required to cover one hop,
and at the same time they allow the nodes to perform transmissions on a larger, high‐frequency
bandwidth, which usually also means higher available bit rates. This may be leveraged in different
ways, e.g., by explicitly adapting the bandwidth and power used over a single hop in a way that
optimizes energy consumption over a whole end‐to‐end path. Also this total energy consumption
may in some cases be reduced, especially if the total distance is quite large [150].
While the advantages of multihop in terms of power and bandwidth are apparent, the drawbacks of
this approach are mainly two: on one hand, more nodes have to take part in packet forwarding,
which replicates the same packets multiple times as relaying is in process; on the other hand, a
mechanism must be devised to choose relays and identify the routes to walk, which in general
requires overhead and messages to be passed (typically back and forth) between the source and the
final destination, or between each hop along the path and its neighbours.
In any event, multihop routing faces many challenges in underwater networks: for example, the
physics of propagation, in certain environments, may originate links with quickly time‐varying
performance: in the presence of such rapid variations, it would be difficult to make decisions on
which node should be a relay and which should not. In addition, some links may exist only in one
direction (e.g., a node close to shore may be able to communicate with a node off shore, but the
channel may be too harsh or experience a very high bit error rate in the opposite direction due to the
upslope bathymetric profile, which leads to a higher number of reflections of equivalent power). This
issue may create substantial lack of balance in routing paths and would need to be addressed.
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In the following, we will proceed by a description of general approaches well known in the terrestrial
radio environment, before proceeding toward a summary of existing routing protocols and
approaches for underwater networks.

5.1. Overview of routing protocol classes
5.1.1. Proactive and reactive routing
The distinction between protocols of reactive and proactive nature is among the first to have arisen
in the field of ad hoc networks. The details vary among different protocols, but reactive ones, such as
AODV [100] and DSR [66], find a route only when there is data to be transmitted, resulting in low
control traffic and routing overhead. Proactive protocols like OLSR [36] and DSDV [101] on the other
hand, find paths in advance for all source and destination pairs and periodically exchange topology
information to maintain them. Many comparative studies can be found in the literature, sometimes
offering contrasting results because of the different considered scenarios. However, the general
message of these studies is that reactive protocols perform well in mobile networks regardless of the
mobility speed, whereas proactive protocols may suffer in high traffic load and high mobility
conditions. The main advantage of proactive protocols, instead, lies in the good end‐to‐end delay
achieved, thanks to the fact that the routes are established in advance and continuously maintained.
This is confirmed by [81], where the proactive OLSR protocol is shown to perform very well under
different mobility and traffic conditions. By way of contrast, reactive protocols perform worse in
terms of delay, mainly due to packet discarding while the route is being discovered. As an exception,
a notable advantage of reactive protocols based on source routing (such as DSR) is that they actually
find more routes as a result of the discovery process, which typically leads to more robustness in case
some of the found routes fail.
As a general rule, however, the high amount of messaging required by proactive protocols does not
make them very suitable to underwater communications, especially as their overhead signalling may
take a large deal of the already small bandwidth available, thereby leaving limited resources for
actual data.
Some examples of combined algorithms also exist, that do proactive routing first, and accommodate
new nodes or topology changes by allowing nodes to reactively flood route information packets (to
within a limited scope).

5.1.2. Geographic routing
In its simplest instance, geographic routing (or position‐based routing) is a mechanism based on
progressively advancing a packet toward the destination, i.e., the distance to destination of the node
holding the packet should decrease after every successful transmission to the next relay on a
multihop path. Geographic routing has many advantages: one among all, it is virtually stateless. In a
sufficiently dense network, every node has at least one neighbour eligible to relay a packet according
to geographic advancement criteria: this allows very simple greedy routing protocols to be deployed.
Geographic routing has only two major disadvantages: in sparse networks, it may be actually prone
to local disconnections in the network, which lead the node currently holding the packet to be the
closest to the final destination among its neighbours. In this case, the packet cannot be relayed
further according to purely geographic criteria, and the network must cooperate to route it around
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the local disconnection, until a node is found from which greedy routing can be resumed. Leading a
packet out of dead ends actually requires to store some information about the network topology. For
example, the nodes on the border of the “connectivity hole” cannot resume greedy routing, and
should in general mark themselves as pertaining to the hole boundary; in addition, they should keep
track of which node is more convenient to elect as their next hop in order to exit the connectivity
hole “optimally” according to some criterion (e.g., minimum number of hops before greedy
forwarding can actually be resumed). As the latter kind of information actually represent a network
“state” being tracked by a node, topologies with many holes (typically, sparse ones) tend to limit the
statelessness of geographic routing.
The second disadvantage of geographic protocols lies in the knowledge of the position of the
destination. In static networks this is not an issue, as the destination is located at a well known
position, which can even be hardcoded into the firmware of the nodes prior to network deployment.
Also, those networks where final destinations are well‐known nodes with limited mobility (e.g.,
gateway buoys floating on the surface) can take advantage of geographic routing. However, in fully
mobile networks, or in networks with an a priori unknown topology, the nodes may not be aware of
the position of their wanted destination, which can vary over time and thus be different for
subsequent packets. Some techniques to make the nodes aware of the network topology by learning
from transmission failures can be adopted here [22] but these techniques usually take time, and are
thus more suited to static networks. Therefore, either some preliminary location discovery is carried
out (e.g., by replicating the route discovery process of DSR, whose messages of broadcast nature also
tend to naturally circumvent connectivity holes), or some overlay location service (e.g., [109]) is
queried for acquiring the position of the destination. In either case, however, the signalling overhead
required may be very relevant, and therefore substantially offset the advantages of geographic
routing.
It is worth noting that, for many geographic routing protocols to actually work, the nodes are also
supposed to know their own location, which can be obtained by means of localization protocols. In
the specific case of underwater networks, the use of acoustic signals may allow better precision than
radio signal strength‐based ranging in terrestrial radio networks: therefore, some nodes placed at
known locations could be used as beacons by other nodes wishing to localize themselves. In other
words, these nodes would send signals at regular intervals from which nodes can estimate the
received power or time delay from each beacon and infer their own position by means of
triangulation or similar techniques. Good candidates for being beacons are surface buoys and
bottom‐mounted nodes.
A notable technique devised to avoid expensive localization procedures is known as geographic
routing without location information [108], and is based on the back‐and‐forth exchange of messages
where, at each received message, each node updates its own coordinates based on some weighted
average of the coordinates of its neighbours, before sending a message with its updated location.
After a number of cycles, the coordinates can be shown to converge to some stationary topology that
makes greedy routing highly likely to succeed. However, the very intensive messaging required
before convergence prevents the usage of such techniques in the underwater environment.
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5.1.3. Unicast, broadcast, multicast, geocast, anycast
The terms unicast, broadcast and multicast refer to the scope of a transmission performed by a
source node. Unicast usually refers to the fact that only two nodes are involved in the
communication. The large majority of the protocols designed for underwater networks operate
following a unicast criterion: a specific destination node is targeted by a source, and a message is
relayed by the network as having exactly that source and as being directed to exactly that
destination. Other nodes may cooperate and relay the message, in general without being interested
in the data packets themselves.
By way of contrast, broadcast and multicast have a one‐to‐many scope. In particular, broadcast is
used to pass information to all nodes in a network, and must therefore be designed to deliver
packets to many nodes, possibly over multiple hops. A distinction is made between reliable and non‐
reliable broadcast. Examples of applications for reliable broadcasting include full reprogramming and
firmware update on the nodes, or limited update for some operational network parameters; an
example of non‐reliable broadcasting is a data request via telemetry to any node in the same area
(whereby the data reported by any node is equivalently representative, hence it is not required that
all nodes receive the request). While the number of communications to be carried out may seem
very large (especially in light of the need to recover from possible communication errors), broadcast
protocols can make use of the inherent redundancy of the information flowing through the network.
For instance, if some nodes lose part of the message being broadcast, some of their neighbours may
have completed a correct reception and be ready to relay it further. These nodes would help supply
the missing information without need for the other neighbours to explicitly notify that they missed
part of the message. The body of work on broadcasting for underwater networks is small if compared
to its terrestrial radio counterpart. The only works with relevance to underwater scenarios are [21,
24, 23, 92, 82]. In [21, 24, 23], the broadcast problem is solved by using specific incremental
redundancy codes (named fountain codes, see Section 4.3.3) that allow the transmitters to generate
infinite amounts of redundancy in case some nodes need help in recovering from errors. Some
specific schemes are devised for efficiently using these codes, and their performance in terms of
capability to advance toward the boundaries of the network is analyzed. Some practical schemes
have also been proposed and studied by means of simulation. In particular, [92] optimizes a push‐
based broadcast system in order to reduce its response time in the presence of users showing
different requirements about the data being broadcast, with specific focus on increasing the
efficiency of signalling by reducing the feedback required by the system.
Multicast shares with broadcast the one‐to‐many nature of the communication, but the scope of the
transmission is limited to a subset of the nodes in the network. In general, nodes should explicitly
state their interest in the contents being delivered, but it is also possible that the set of receivers is
known a priori. For example, considering two cooperating swarms of AUVs performing a patrol
mission, the consolidated information gathered by one swarm may be passed on to the other swarm
for better coordination during the mission. In this case, the nodes may want this information to reach
all nodes in the other swarm. A specific type of multicast where only the nodes located within a
certain network area are addressed is called geocasting. This primitive is particularly useful when the
location of the desired receiver is known at least approximately. For example, an underwater
monitoring system may originate an alarm signal meant to be received at a very specific location, and
thereby route the packets toward that location. Unlike in geographic routing, it is not necessary to
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know the exact coordinates of the destination area to run geocasting: the nodes in its proximity will
most probably have better location information regarding that area than the nodes that originated
the packets. As a final remark, some applications may require that a packet is routed toward any
node in a group or within a certain area. A typical example regards anycasting an alarm message to
any ship (or buoy) in the area where the alarm was originated. In this case it is not critical that the
message reaches all ships as it is sufficient that it initially reaches any of them and be further relayed
from there if required. Similarly, in the AUV scenario mentioned before, a swarm may want to
communicate just with any node in the other swarm: the first to get the message will then propagate
it to the swarm it belongs to, if required by the application.

5.1.4. Hierarchical vs. flat routing
Routing algorithms can further be classified in terms of the presence or absence of a network
hierarchy: hierarchical protocols typically establish a relationship of subordination between some
nodes and a selected set of master (or head) nodes, whereas in non‐hierarchical (or flat) protocols all
nodes can take the same roles and are equally functional both from a network organization and a
data transport point of view. Hierarchical protocols usually work in two ways: (i) by organizing nodes
into clusters or (ii) by setting up a tree spanning the entire network according to some pre‐specified
criterion. In case (i), the nodes apply some algorithm to figure out whether they should be
clusterheads or children nodes. After that, all children nodes will transmit only to the closest
clusterhead, whereas clusterheads will set up an efficient way to communicate with one another. In
fact, often (i) requires (ii): especially in data collection applications, clusterheads may set up a tree in
order to perform such collection more efficiently; the same topology may actually work as a starting
point for more advanced data processing algorithms, involving, e.g., data fusion and aggregation.
Finally, since clusterheads are usually stressed more than other nodes by collection of data and
network organization tasks, an algorithm is applied to rotate the role of clusterhead among the
nodes within the same cluster.
Flat algorithms work the opposite way: all nodes are peer, and take equivalent roles in the process of
data forwarding whenever required to do so. For example, all greedy geographic algorithms are also
flat: every node will make a decision as to which neighbour should be a relay for the current packet.
The relay is chosen based on a specific metric which may take into account only advancement toward
the destination of the packet, or a combination of advancement and other parameters (e.g., queue
of the relay, success rate of the link, size of the neighbourhood of the relay, etc). By way of contrast,
connectivity hole avoidance algorithms in geographic protocols are typically not flat: they cause the
nodes on the border of the hole (and sometimes their neighbours as well) to store information about
the presence of the hole itself, so as to allow incoming packets to be routed along the border of the
hole and away from it until greedy geographic routing can be resumed. Hole detection and avoidance
algorithms usually require a large amount of signalling overhead, and are thus not very suitable to
underwater networks. Notable exceptions include ALBA‐R [22] which automatically learns the shape
of the holes by leveraging on packet errors, and PAGER [151], a height‐based routing algorithm,
where nodes artificially increase their distance from the sink upon the occurrence of local minima, so
that their neighbours do not recur to them for obtaining advancement (and thus packets do not get
stuck at such nodes any more).
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5.1.5. Routing in DelayTolerant Networks
Delay‐ and Disruption‐Tolerant Networks, commonly known as DTNs, are characterized by their lack
of connectivity due to sparseness and mobility of nodes, very long and variable propagation delay,
and high bit‐error rate of the channel, resulting in a lack of instantaneous end‐to‐end paths from
source to destination. In these challenging environments, popular ad hoc routing protocols such as
AODV [100] and DSR [66] fail to establish stable routes. This is because these protocols first try to
establish a complete route between the source and the destination and forward data packets only
thereafter. However, when instantaneous end‐to‐end paths do not exist, the routing protocols must
adhere to a “store‐carry‐and‐forward” approach, which exploits the mobility of nodes to route data.
In this approach, data is moved from the source to the next available node and stored, waiting for an
opportunity to forward the data. Mobile nodes can carry the stored data around, and look for
opportunities to forward the data to other nodes while moving towards the destination. In this way,
packets are gradually moved or carried by nodes, stored and forwarded throughout the network and
eventually reach their destination with a certain probability [17, 69, 26]. A common technique used
in the literature to maximize the delivery probability of the packets is to replicate them to different
nodes so that at least one of the copies will successfully reach its destination with high probability
[133].
There are a number of factors to consider regarding routing in a DTN. One of them is whether or not
any information about future contacts is available. For example, in interplanetary communications
(one of the first scenarios devised for DTN protocols), a planet or moon is the cause of contact
disruption, and large distance is the cause of communication delay. However, it is possible to predict
the occurrence of future contacts in terms of the time when the communication links will be
available, and how long they will last. These types of contacts are known as scheduled or predictable
contacts [63]. On the contrary, in disaster recovery networks, there may be no a‐priori information
available about the locations of communicating devices and the duration of the contacts. These types
of contacts are defined as intermittent or opportunistic.
Another important consideration is whether or not the mobility of nodes can be exploited for
routing, and how to best do so. There are three major cases which classify the level of node mobility
in the network.
First, it is possible that no mobile node exists. In this case, contacts appear and disappear solely
based on the quality of the communication channel between them as well as on the movement of
the obstructing objects.
Second, not all nodes are mobile. Typically, mobiles are referred to as Data Mules [65, 116] in these
scenarios, and may be exploited for collecting, storing, carrying and forwarding the data from other
static nodes to the destination. An important aspect regarding routing with Data Mules is how to
properly distribute data among them since they are the primary source of communication between
any two non‐neighbouring nodes in the network.
Third, it is possible that the majority of the nodes in the network, if not all, are mobile. In this case, a
routing protocol has more options available during contact opportunities, and can choose to utilize
any of the strategies as in [17, 11, 120, 121]. One example of this type of network is a disaster
recovery network where all nodes (generally people and vehicles) are mobile [88]. Another example
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is a vehicular network where cars, trucks, and buses communicate with one another while moving
[17].
Another consideration, recently investigated in the DTN research community, is the availability of
network resources. Many nodes, such as mobile phones, are limited in terms of storage, transmission
rate, and battery life. Others, such as vehicles on the road, may be much less limited. Routing
protocols can make use of this information to determine how data should be transmitted and stored,
so as to not overuse the limited channel resources.
Given the typical DTN nature of many underwater networks (especially sparse networks of mobile
nodes patrolling a very large area, or sparse networks of sensors which forward their data only to the
mobile nodes which happen to pass by), we believe the DTN paradigm to be of particular
importance: therefore DTN routing protocols will be devoted a specific section in the following.
One of the most typical ways to create a taxonomy of DTN routing protocols, is based on whether or
not the protocol creates message replicas. Routing protocols that do not replicate a message are
called forwarding‐based, whereas the protocols that replicate messages are called replication‐based.
This simple, but popular, taxonomy was adopted recently to classify a large number of DTN routing
protocols [11].
There are pros and cons to both approaches, and which approach it is preferable to use depends on
the application scenario. Forwarding‐based routing is generally much less wasteful of network
resources, as only a single copy of a message exists in the network at any given time [63, 60].
Therefore, when the destination receives that single copy of the message, no other node has a copy.
This eliminates the need for the destination to provide feedback to the network (except for an
acknowledgement for the sender) to indicate that other copies of the message can be discarded, as is
the case in replication‐based approaches. However, forwarding‐based approaches usually do not
provide sufficiently high message delivery ratios in many DTN scenarios [120]. On the contrary,
replication‐based routing protocols achieve higher message delivery ratios [17], since multiple copies
of the messages exist in the network, and only one (or a few, in some cases as with erasure coding)
must reach the destination. Therefore, a typical trade‐off here is found between the two approaches,
whereby the former spends few resources but may provide only a low probability of correct delivery,
whereas the latter tends to spend more resources but also provides better delivery ratios [121].
Moreover, many of the flooding‐based protocols are inherently not scalable. A class of replication‐
based schemes, such as Spray and Wait [120], attempt to find a good working point on this trade‐off
by limiting the number of replicas of a given message.
It is important to note that the majority of DTN routing protocols are heuristic‐based, and non‐
optimal. This is due to the fact that finding optimal DTN routing procedures and paths is, in general,
an NP‐hard problem [11].

5.2. Overview of the most significant underwater routing
approaches
We proceed now by describing some important underwater routing approaches found in the
literature. Following the same structure of the introduction, we will deal with non‐DTN protocols
before moving onward to DTN approaches. We start from [142], where the authors propose a
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proactive routing protocol performing autonomous network topology establishment, network
resource allocation, and traffic flow control. The protocol does so by relying on a central network
manager running on a surface node. In order to establish efficient data delivery paths, the network
manager (master node) discovers the topology of the network by transmitting probe signals to its
neighbours (see Figure 5.1). Upon the reception of the first probe, the neighbours append their own
id to it and flood the probe to their own neighbours. This ultimately builds a connected tree rooted
on the network manager. When the probe reaches the border nodes, after a time‐out period, they
answer back with a topology completion notice to the master node; this notice follows the same
path as the topology discovery probes. This way, when the completion notice arrives, the master
node will have all the information required to manage multiple traffic sessions across the network.
We note that this protocol relies on a centralized controller, and that it is susceptible to single‐point‐
of‐failure issues. Moreover, given the significant signalling exchanges for topology discovery, it may
not be suitable to mobile and large‐scale underwater networks. A possible application, albeit to be
verified, is the creation of data collection routing trees in a fixed network (e.g., made of both moored
and bottom‐mounted sensors), whose only purpose is data sensing and forwarding toward the tree
root.
A similar breadth‐first, centralized, and proactive routing protocol is used in Seaweb. This “network
discovery process” is described in detail in [95]. As in Figure 5.1, the discovery process is initiated by a
master node, and finds routes between the master node and each other node. The cost function
minimized by the algorithm seeks link distances as close as possible to a given preferred hop range
[95]. The discovery process uses inter‐node ranges measured from the propagation delay between
nodes, and the preferred hop range is an input parameter to the process.
In [114], a similar network discovery protocol is described. The protocol is designed for stationary
nodes. The mapping is performed by flooding messages to the network, so that the master node
eventually obtains the information required to generate the routing tables. An algorithm like this is
by nature non‐deterministic. There is a chance that a link or node will not be detected due to
collisions. With suitable configuration settings and automatic collision avoidance rules, this risk can
be reduced to an acceptable level.
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Figure 5.1

Propagation of Topology Discovery Messages (TDMs) from the master node to
border nodes (after [142]).

In [103], the authors propose two routing algorithms for delay‐sensitive and delay‐insensitive
applications in a 3D underwater environment. The delay‐sensitive algorithm is based on virtual circuit
routing techniques where multi‐hop connections (paths) are established a‐priori between each
source and sink. These multi‐hop node‐disjoint data paths (primary and backup) are calculated by a
centralized controller to achieve optimal performance at the network layer such as minimum delay,
energy efficiency and protection against both node and link failures. The delay‐insensitive algorithm,
conversely, is a distributed geographic solution which aims at minimizing the energy consumption of
the communications. In order to do so, nodes forward trains of packets without releasing the channel
every time they have a chance to transmit; a cumulative ACK packet is sent for each train to
acknowledge correct reception. The algorithm selects the next hop based on an energy metric: in
particular those nodes that provide low packet error rate to the current transfer and which are closer
to the destination are preferred.
VBF (Vector Based Forwarding) [144] is a geographic routing protocol where nodes make their
forwarding decisions based on the local information available to each node. With reference to Figure
5.2, the protocol works as follows. Each packet carries the positions of the sender S1, the destination
S0, and the relay node which transmits this packet (forwarder). Upon reception of the packet the
node computes its relative position by measuring the distance from the forwarder and the AoA
(angle of arrival) of the acoustic signal. The node continues forwarding the received packet if it is
close enough to the routing vector S1S0 (i.e., located inside a “routing pipe” of given radius W
around S1S0) . Otherwise it simply discards the packet.
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In order to further reduce the number of forwarded packets, and consequently reduce the energy
consumption, the authors introduce a “desirableness factor” which enables only a subset of
forwarders among the available ones. In more detail, when a node receives a packet, it first
determines whether it is close enough to the routing vector. If this is the case, it holds the packet for
a time period related to this factor. The idea is to allow the most desirable nodes to forward the
packet within shorter time, thereby having other nodes suppress the transmission. This significantly
reduces the number of duplicate packets. The evaluation of the protocol shows that it scales well
with the number of nodes, and that it is robust and energy efficient. However, it should be noted
that this protocol (as all geographic protocols) has an implicit cost, in that the nodes must be aware
of their position and of the position of the destination. This requires position estimation techniques,
which imply either the presence of dedicated hardware, or the implementation of localization
algorithms (e.g., based on beacon nodes that know their own location and transmit such information
periodically, so that other nodes can locate themselves via triangulation).

S0

W

S1

Figure 5.2

Vector-Based Forwarding scheme (after [103]).

An extension of VBF is the Hop‐by‐Hop Vector‐Based Forwarding protocol (HH‐VBF) [91] which aims
at overcoming two problems encountered with the native protocol, due to the utilization of a unique
source‐to‐sink vector. This vector allows the creation of only a single virtual pipe between the source
and the destination, which may significantly affect the routing efficiency in those network regions
where the density of the nodes is significantly low. Moreover, VBF is also very sensitive to the radius
of the routing pipe, making it not adequate in a practical network deployment. By allowing nodes to
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create virtual pipes in a hop by hop fashion it is possible to significantly reduce the impact of these
drawbacks, increasing the packet delivery ratio in sparse network deployments while consuming less
energy.
A location‐aware routing protocol (Focused Beam Routing, FBR) is also proposed in [68]. FBR aims at
minimizing the per bit energy consumption via an efficient use of power control. Such protocol is
suitable for both static and mobile networks where the source node must be aware of its own
location and of that of the final destination.
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Figure 5.3

Illustration of Focused Beam Routing (FBR): nodes inside the transmitter's cone
are candidate relays (after [91]).

To show the basics of FBR we refer to Figure 5.3, where node A is the source and node B the
destination. In order for them to communicate, node A sends a request to send (RTS) to its
neighbours which contains its location and that of the destination. Such requests are sent using the
lowest transmit power, and by increasing it only if necessary (i.e., if the previous transmission did not
reach any neighbour). All neighbours of A which receive the RTS first calculate their location relative
to the line joining A and B, in order to determine whether they can be candidates for packet relaying.
The candidate nodes for FBR are those lying within a cone, as illustrated in Figure 5.3. A candidate
node will then respond to the request with a Clear to Send (CTS). Successively, node A forwards the
data packet to this candidate node which repeats the same forwarding procedure, ultimately leading
to a multihop path to the destination node B. Simulation results show that a proper coupling of the
MAC and routing functionalities with power control provides on‐demand route establishment with
minimum impact on the network performance.
In [150] the authors focus on the design of energy‐efficient routing algorithms for underwater
acoustic networks. In this work particular attention has been given to the characteristics of the
underwater acoustic signal propagation and the acoustic modem energy consumption profile. The
authors make a preliminary analysis quantifying the impact of these characteristics on energy
consumption and path delay on simple network topologies. The results of the analysis show that
there exists an optimal hop length (the distance between relays) for a given set of the acoustic
modem parameters (such as target SNR value and transmit power levels) and a given scenario. Based
on the insight provided by the analysis, a geographic routing scheme has been proposed. Such a
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scheme requires that nodes know their own location and that of the destination, in order to choose
the next hop toward the destination. Moreover, nodes are assumed to know the optimal hop
distance which assures minimum energy expenditure. Such metric is calculated off‐line during
network deployment based on the expected features of the application scenario and is assumed to
be available to all nodes. The next relay node is then picked among the nodes which guarantee
advancement toward the destination and are located nearby the optimal per‐hop distance coverage
zone. The way nodes are picked is defined by different algorithms, whose performance is compared,
among other things, to a centralized optimum algorithm. Simulations results show that using the
optimal per‐hop distance to pick the relay node assures close to optimum performance in terms of
energy efficiency and provides a very good trade‐off with respect to throughput and delay in
practical scenarios.
While the previous routing solutions require underwater nodes to have an estimate of their own
location in order to perform routing, depth‐based routing (DBR) [146] makes decisions based only on
the nodes’ depth, which is especially useful when there is a distinct bottom depth gradient. Hence, it
avoids the usage of complex localization techniques and is robust in mobile underwater networks, as
depth‐related information is easily extrapolated from on‐board pressure sensors. DBR is a greedy
algorithm, where each node forwards a packet based on its own depth and the depth of the previous
sender. More precisely, upon packet reception, the node retrieves the depth of the previous relay
(i.e., the depth of the last node to forward the packet, which can be easily stored in the packet itself).
In case the node is closer to the surface than the previous hop, it qualifies itself as a candidate for
packet forwarding. In dense underwater networks it is most likely that multiple nodes are qualified to
forward the packet to the next hop. Hence, if all these nodes do forward the packet, there will be a
high risk of packet collision and waste in energy, or otherwise of duplicate packet transmission. In
order to reduce the number of candidate nodes that forward the packet, DBR uses Redundant Packet
Suppression and Timeout parameters to select the best next hop forwarder among all qualified
candidates.
In [138] the authors propose a bio‐inspired routing protocol (Phero‐Trail) for a SEA swarm (Sensor
Equipped Aquatic swarm). A SEA swarm operates as a group of sensors which moves with water
current and enables 4D monitoring of local underwater activities and aims at reporting critical data in
real time to a distant data collection center using such multi hop routing. The proposed routing
protocol uses the 2D upper hull of a SEA swarm to store routing information to reach a mobile sink.
With reference to Figure 5.4, such routing information is obtained by having the mobile sink forward
its current location to its projection in the 2D upper hull (such sequential location updates are
equivalent to a “pheromone trail”). Note that, in this case, sensor nodes do not need to know their
own location in order to perform routing, but only their depth, which is used to determine which
nodes will become part of the hull servers set. The key idea of Phero‐Trail, i.e., to store the mobile
sink’s location updates in the upper hull, allows sensor nodes to find the pheromone trail every time
they are required to forward a packet to the mobile sink. To do so they simply forward the packet
vertically upwards to the node on the projected position of the convex hull plane where, after
following a random walk over this plane, it finds the pheromone trail which will finally forward the
packet to the mobile sink.
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Figure 5.4

Upper Convex Hull maintenance and routing to the mobile sink (after [138]).

Following the same trend as [146, 138], pressure‐based routing is proposed in [74], where packet
forwarding decisions are also made locally based on measured pressure levels (which depend on
depth). Vertical transmissions are preferred in this case. However, in order to avoid situations where
a node finds no neighbours with a lower pressure level (a problem similar to the dead‐end issue in
geographic forwarding protocols) the authors propose a recovery method which guarantees an
escape route every time the forwarding node encounters a void region in the swarm (nodes LM1 and
LM2 in Figure 5.5). The discovery of such recovery route is performed using 2D flooding over the void
floor surface instead of using simple 3D flooding which would require additional overhead for route
establishment. As for the selection of the forwarding nodes, the decision is based on the
prioritization of the forwarding candidates. Such prioritization is based on a metric which
approximates EPA (Expected Packet Advance) which is the normalized sum of the advancements
allowed for by neighbouring nodes. In this case, the advancement of a neighbour takes into account
both the distance from the destination and the probability of packet delivery. In other words, all
neighbours receiving a packet will access with a certain priority, given by how close they are to the
destination (the closer to the destination the higher the priority) and how good the channel quality is
(higher packet delivery probability). A node will forward the packet when all nodes with higher
progress to destination (higher priority) have failed to do so. This is achieved by setting a back‐off
timer proportional to the destination distance which allows a node to overhear eventual packets
(data or ACKs) sent by higher priority nodes, hence suppressing their transmission.
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Figure 5.5

Sea Swarm architecture (after [74]).

5.3. Overview of DTN routing protocols and approaches
We proceed by describing routing approaches which have been specifically designed for DTNs.
Vahdat and Becker present a routing protocol for intermittently connected networks called Epidemic
Routing [133]. Epidemic routing is flooding‐based in nature, as nodes continuously replicate
messages to the newly discovered contacts that do not already possess a copy of the message. In the
simplest case, epidemic routing coincides with flooding; however, more sophisticated techniques
involve may limit number of message replicas. This protocol relies on the theory of epidemic
algorithms by doing random pair‐wise exchange of messages among nodes as they get in contact
with each other to eventually deliver messages to their destinations. Hosts always buffer messages,
even if there is currently no path available to the destination. An index of these messages, called
summary vector is maintained by the nodes, and when two nodes meet they first exchange summary
vectors. After that, each node can determine if the other node owns any previously unseen
messages. In that case, the node requests these messages. Messages must also contain a hop count
field, which determines the maximum number of hops a message can travel; this field can also be
employed to limit usage of network resources. Messages with a hop count of one will only be
delivered to their final destinations.
The resource usage of this scheme is regulated by the hop count set in the messages, and the
available buffer space at the nodes. If these are sufficiently large, the message will eventually
propagate throughout the entire network. Vahdat and Becker showed that by choosing an
appropriate maximum hop count, the delivery ratios can be maintained at a high value, while the
resource utilization is decreased, at least in the scenarios used in [133].
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Epidemic routing is basically resource‐exhaustive because it deliberately makes no attempt to
eliminate message replications so as to improve the delivery probability of messages. However, in
realistic situations, encounters are not totally random. The Probabilistic Routing Protocol using
History of Encounters and Transitivity (PROPHET) [76] attempts to exploit the non‐randomness of
real‐world encounters by maintaining a set of probabilities for successful delivery to known
destinations in the DTN, and replicating messages during opportunistic encounters only if the node
that does not possess the message appears to have a better chance of delivering it to the
destination. Results show that PROPHET clearly outperforms epidemic routing in scenarios where
mobility actually follows specific patterns, which the protocol can track and exploit. Even in the
random mobility scenario, the performance of PROPHET in terms of delivery ratio and delay is
comparable to that of epidemic routing, but with lower communication overhead. PROPHET has
been incorporated into the reference implementation maintained by the IRTF DTN Research Group
(http://www.dtnrg.org/) and the current version is documented in an Internet Draft
(http://tools.ietf.org/html/draft‐irtf‐dtnrg‐prophet) [75].
MaxProp [17] was developed to address routing in vehicular DTNs. The protocol is flooding‐based in
nature. The refinements brought about by MaxProp lie in determining which messages should be
transferred first, and which should be dropped when the buffer of a node is full. In essence, MaxProp
maintains an ordered queue based on the destination of each message, sorted by the estimated
likelihood that a future path to that destination is found.
When two nodes meet, they first exchange their estimated node‐meeting likelihood vectors. Ideally,
each node will have an up‐to‐date vector from every other node. With these vectors at hand, the
node can then compute a shortest‐path via a depth‐first search where path weights indicate the
probability that the link does not occur. These path weights are summed to determine the total path
cost, and are computed over all possible paths to the desired destinations. The path with the least
total weight is selected for that particular destination, and its cost recorded. The messages are then
ordered by destination costs, and transmitted, or otherwise dropped (again in order of cost) in case
the buffer is full.
In conjunction with the core routing algorithm, MaxProp allows for several complementary
mechanisms, each assisting to improve the message delivery ratio and to reduce delivery delay. First,
acknowledgements are injected into the network by the final destinations which successfully receive
a message, in order to have nodes delete extra copies of that message from their buffers. Second,
messages with low hop‐counts are given higher priority: this helps promote initial rapid message
replication to provide new messages a “head‐start”. Third, each message maintains a “hop list”
indicating the nodes it has previously visited, so to ensure that it does not revisit the same node.
Spray and Wait [120] is a DTN routing protocol that attempts to gain the delivery ratio benefit of
replication‐based routing while keeping resource utilization low as in forwarding‐based routing.
Spray and Wait achieves resource efficiency by setting an upper bound on the number of copies per
message allowed in the network. The Spray and Wait protocol is composed of two phases, namely,
the spray phase and the wait phase. When a new message is generated, the protocol assigns a
number L which is attached to that message indicating the maximum allowable copies of the
message throughout the network. During the spray phase, the source of the message “sprays” or
transfers one copy to L distinct relays. When a relay receives the copy, it enters the wait phase,
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whereby it simply stores that particular copy of the message until the final destination of the
message is encountered for direct delivery.
There are two main versions of the Spray and Wait routing protocol, respectively known as Vanilla
and Binary. These two versions differ in the mechanism employed to “spray” the L copies of a
message. The simplest way to achieve this, called Vanilla, is to transmit a single copy of the message
to the first L distinct nodes it encounters after the message is generated. The second version,
referred to as Binary, works as follows: the source node starts with L copies of the message. It
transfers L/2 of the copies to the first node it encounters. Each of the nodes then transfers half of the
copies they have to future nodes they meet that have no copy of the message. When a node
eventually gives away all of its copies, except for one, it switches to the wait phase where it waits for
a direct transmission opportunity with the final destination of the message. The advantage of the
Binary version is that messages are disseminated much faster than the Vanilla version. In fact, the
authors analytically proved that Binary Spray and Wait is optimal in terms of minimum expected
delay among all schemes of Spray and Wait, assuming that node movement is a process with
independent and identically distributed time samples.
RAPID [11] stands for Resource Allocation Protocol for Intentional DTN. The authors of RAPID argue
that prior DTN routing algorithms affect performance metrics, such as average delay and message
delivery ratio, only in an incidental fashion. The goal of RAPID is to intentionally optimize a single
routing metric among average delay, number of missed reception deadlines, and maximum delay.
The core of the RAPID protocol is based on the concept of utility function, which assigns a utility
value, depending on the routing metric to be optimized. The utility is defined as the expected
contribution of the packet to the routing metric. RAPID replicates first those packets that result in the
locally highest utility function increase. RAPID, like MaxProp, is also flooding‐based, and will
therefore attempt to replicate all packets if network resources such as storage and bandwidth so
allow. The overall protocol comprises the following steps: (i) metadata is exchanged to help
estimating the packet utilities; (ii) direct delivery, as packets destined to neighbouring final
destinations are immediately transmitted; (iii) replication, as packets are replicated based on the
marginal utility, that is the change in utility over the size of the packet; (iv) termination, as the
protocol ends when contacts break or all packets have been replicated.
Finally, it should be noted that one of the seminal analytical papers in the field of delay‐tolerant
networking is [53], where the authors introduce a simple stochastic model to evaluate the
performance of DTN protocols operating through “store‐carry‐forward”. The proposed model is
generic and requires only two input parameters: (1) the number of nodes in the network, and (2) the
intensity parameter of an exponential distribution modelling the inter‐meeting times between two
random mobile nodes. Both a closed‐form expression and an asymptotic approximation (as a
function of the number of nodes) of the expected message delay (defined as the time needed to
transfer a message from its source to its final destination) are derived. As an additional outcome, the
probability distribution function is obtained for the number of copies of the message at the time
when the message is delivered to its destination. These derivations are done for two routing
protocols: (1) the two‐hop multi‐copy, and (2) the unrestricted multi‐copy protocols. In the two‐hop
multi‐copy protocol, the source node copies the message to all nodes it meets along its way. Any
node which has received a copy of the message from the source node may only deliver it to the
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destination node. Whereas, in the unrestricted multi‐copy protocol, the source node copies the
message to all nodes it meets (as in the two‐hop multi‐copy protocol), but any node that carries the
message may in turn copy it to all nodes encountered along its path.
The results in [53] demonstrate the ability of the proposed analytical model to predict the expected
message delay under both the two‐hop multi‐copy and the unrestricted multi‐copy protocols for
different mobility patterns, across any number of nodes and communication radii.
As an additional result, the authors argued that for all three mobility models, the inter‐meeting time
intensity is well‐approximated by a linear function of the transmission range. This approximation is
valid as long as r is not “too large” with respect to the size of the area in which the nodes move. On
the other hand, when the number of nodes increases, the transmission range should decrease to
prevent excessive interference.

5.4. Conclusions regarding routing
The research activities on routing protocols for underwater networks are comparatively recent, with
respect to well‐established research on point‐to‐point communications and signal processing
techniques, and even to MAC protocol design. Many approaches are straightforwardly derived from
terrestrial radio communications and not directly designed for the underwater channel, with a few
notable exceptions. Even DTN protocols, which are probably well suited to sparse mobile underwater
networks, have been mostly applied to mobile radio networks, and have rarely been tested with
underwater communication parameters.
Therefore, several steps are required in this direction, the most important being a closer matching
between underwater propagation and routing policies. For example, in those environments featuring
specific phenomena such as downward or upward refraction, surface channels, convergence and
shadow zones, etc., it would be interesting to exploit the knowledge about the occurrence of these
events, so that routing protocols may autonomously adapt to the channel and improve the
communications performance.
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6. Abbreviations
Abbreviation

Meaning

ACK

Acknowledgment

ACM

Adaptive Coding and Modulation

ACME

Acoustic Communication network for Monitoring of underwater Environments in
coastal areas

ADC

Analog to Digital Converter

ALBA-R

Adaptive Load-Balancing Algorithm, Rainbow version

ALOHA

Not an abbreviation, but a protocol name that means “Hello” in Hawaiian

ALOHA-ACK

ALOHA with Acknowledgments

ALOHA-CS

ALOHA with Carrier Sense

AODV

Ad hoc On-Demand Distance Vector Routing

ARQ

Automatic Repeat Request

ASW

Anti-Submarine Warfare

ATM

Asynchronous Transfer Mode

aUT-Lohi

Aggressive Unsynchronized Tone-Lohi

AUV

Autonomous Underwater Vehicle

BEB

Binary Exponential Backoff

BPSK

Binary Phase Shift Keying

CDMA

Code Division Multiple Access

CRC

Cyclic Redundancy Check

CSMA

Carrier Sense Multiple Access

CTS

Clear To Send

cUT-Lohi

Conservative Unsynchronized Tone-Lohi

DAC

Digital to Analog Converter

DACAP

Distance-Aware Collision Avoidance Protocol

DAMA

Demand Assigned Multiple Access

DBR

Depth-Based Routing

DBTMA

Dual Busy Tone Multiple Access

DS-CDMA

Direct Sequence Code Division Multiple Access

DSDV

Destination-Sequenced Distance-Vector Routing

DSR

Dynamic Source Routing

D-TDMA

Dynamic Time Division Multiple Access

DTN

Delay- and Disruption-Tolerant Network

EPA

Expected Packet Advance

FAMA

Floor Acquisition Multiple Access

FBR

Focused Beam Routing

FC

Fountain Codes

FDD

Frequency Division Duplex

FDMA

Frequency Division Multiple Access

FEC

Forward Error Correction
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FFI

Norwegian Defence Research Establishment

FIFO

First In First Out

FPGA

Field Programmable Gate Array

FSK

Frequency Shift Keying

FWG

Forschungsanstalt der Bundeswehr für Wasserschall und Geophysik

GF

Galois Field

HDL

High-Rate Data Link

HH-VBF

Hop-by-Hop Vector-Based Forwarding

IDMA

Interleave Division Multiple Access

IRTF

Internet Research Task Force

ISDN

Integrated Services Digital Networks

KM

Kongsberg Maritime

LDL

Low-Rate Data Link

LLC

Logical Link Control

L-MAC

Low latency MAC

LT

Luby Transform

MAC

Medium Access Control

MACA

Multiple Access Collision Avoidance

MACA-U

Multiple Access Collision Avoidance for Underwater

MACAW

Multiple Access Collision Avoidance Wireless

MAI

Medium Access Interference

MANET

Mobile Ad Hoc Network

MCM

Mine Countermeasures

MFSK

Multiple Frequency Shift Keying

MILD

Multiplicative Increase Linearly Decrease

NAK

Negative Acknowledgment

NCO

Numerically Controlled Oscillator

NTP

Network Time Protocol

OFDMA

Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access

OLSR

Optimized Link State Routing

OSI

Open Systems Interconnection

PAGER

Partial-partition Avoiding Geographic Routing

PCAP

Propagation-delay-tolerant Collision Avoidance Protocol

PDR

Packet Delivery Ratio

PHY

Physical Layer

PROPHET

Probabilistic Routing Protocol using History of Encounters and Transitivity

PSAM

Pilot Symbol Assisted Modulation

QAM

Quadrature Amplitude Modulation

QPSK

Quaternary Phase Shift Keying

RAPID

Resource Allocation Protocol for Intentional DTN

Raptor

Rapid Tornado

RF

Radio Frequency

RTS

Request To Send
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SDMA

Space Division Multiple Access

SDR

Software-Defined Radio

SEA swarm

Sensor Equipped Aquatic swarm

S-MAC

Sensor MAC

SNR

Signal-to-Noise Ratio

SRQ

Selective Repeat Request (= Selective Repeat ARQ)

ST-Lohi

Synchronized Tone-Lohi

TDD

Time Division Duplex

TDM

Topology Dicovery Message

TDMA

Time Division Multiple Access

T-Lohi

Tone-Lohi

TNO

Netherlands Organisation for Applied Scientific Research

TP

Technical Proposal

TSHL

Time Synchronization for High Latency

UT-Lohi

Unsynchronized Tone-Lohi

UW

Underwater

VBF

Vector-Based Forwarding

Table 6.1

Abbreviations
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